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It is shown that the next-to-leading order~NLO! corrections to the
QCD Pomeron intercept obtained from the Balitsky–Fadin–Kuraev–
Lipatov ~BFKL! equation, when evaluated in non-Abelian physical
renormalization schemes with Brodsky–Lepage–Mackenzie~BLM !
optimal scale setting, do not exhibit the serious problems encountered
in the MS scheme. A striking feature of the NLO BFKL Pomeron
intercept in the BLM approach is that it yields an important approxi-
mate conformal invariance. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00115-2#

PACS numbers: 12.38.Cy, 11.10.Gh

The discovery of rapidly increasing structure functions in deep inelastic scatteri
HERA at small-x is in agreement with the expectations of the QCD high-energy l
The Balitsky–Fadin–Kuraev–Lipatov~BFKL!1 resummation of energy logarithms is a
ticipated to be an important tool for exploring this limit. The highest eigenvalue,vmax, of
the leading order BFKL equation1 is related to the intercept of the Pomeron which in tu

governs the high-energy asymptotics of the cross sections:s;sa IP215svmax
. The BFKL

Pomeron intercept in LO turns out to be rather large:a IP215vL
max512 ln 2 (aS/p)

.0.55 foraS50.2; hence, it is very important to know the next-to-leading order~NLO!
corrections.

Recently the NLO corrections to the BFKL resummation of energy logarithms w
calculated; see Refs. 2 and 3 and references therein. The NLO corrections2,3 to the
highest eigenvalue of the BFKL equation turn out to be negative and even larger tha
LO contribution foraS.0.157. However, one should stress that the NLO calculations
1550021-3640/99/70(3)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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any finite-order perturbative results, contain both renormalization scheme and reno
ization scale ambiguities. The NLO BFKL calculations2,3 were performed by employing
the modified minimal subtraction scheme (MS) to regulate the ultraviolet divergence
with arbitrary scale setting.

In this work we consider the NLO BFKL resummation of energy logarithms2,3 in
physical renormalization schemes in order to study the renormalization scheme d
dence. To resolve the renormalization scale ambiguity we utilize Brodsky–Lep
Mackenzie~BLM ! optimal scale setting.4 We show that the reliability of QCD predic
tions for the intercept of the BFKL Pomeron at NLO when evaluated using BLM s
setting within non-Abelian physical schemes, such as the momentum space subt
~MOM! scheme5 or the Y scheme based onY→ggg decay, is significantly improved
compared to theMS scheme result.2,3

We begin with the representation of theMS-result of NLO BFKL2,3 in physical
renormalization schemes. The eigenvalue of the NLO BFKL equation at transf
momentum squaredt50 in the MS scheme2,3 can be represented as the action of t
NLO BFKL kernel ~averaged over azimuthal angle! on the leading order eigenfunction
(Q2

2/Q1
2)21/21 in ~Ref. 2!:

vMS~Q1
2 ,n!5E d2Q2 KMS~Q1 ,Q2!S Q2

2

Q1
2D 2

1
2 1 in

5NCxL~n!
aMS~Q1

2!

p F11r MS~n!
aMS~Q1

2!

p G , ~1!

where

xL~n!52c~1!2c~1/21 in!2c~1/22 in!

is the function related with the leading order eigenvalue,c5G8/G denotes the Eulerc
function, then variable is conformal weight parameter,6 NC is the number of colors, and
Q1,2 are the virtualities of the reggeized gluons.

The calculations of Refs. 2 and 3 allow us to decompose the NLO coefficientr MS of
Eq. ~1! into b-dependent and conformal (b-independent! parts:

r MS~n!5r MS
b

~n!1r MS
conf

~n!, ~2!

where

r MS
b

~n!52
b0

4 F1

2
xL~n!2

5

3G ~3!

and

r MS
conf

~n!52
NC

4xL~n! F p2 sinh~pn!

2n cosh2~pn!
S 31S 11

NF

NC
3 D 11112n2

16~11n2!
D

2xL9~n!1
p224

xL~n!2
p3

26z~3!14w~n!G ~4!

3 cosh~pn!
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with

w~n!52E
0

1

dx
cos~n ln~x!!

~11x!Ax
Fp2

6
2Li2~x!G , Li2~x!52E

0

x

dt
ln~12t !

t
. ~5!

Hereb05(11/3)NC2(2/3)NF is the leading coefficient of the QCDb function,NF is the
number of flavors,z(n) stands for the Riemann zeta function, Li2(x) is the Euler diloga-
rithm ~Spence function!. In Eq. ~4! NF denotes flavor number of the Abelian part of th
gg→qq̄ process contribution. The Abelian part is not associated with the running o
coupling7 and is consistent with the corresponding QED result for theg* g* →e1e2

cross section.8

The b-dependent NLO coefficientr MS
b (n), which is related to the running of th

coupling, receives contributions from the gluon reggeization diagrams, from the v
part of the one-gluon emission, from the real two-gluon emission, and from the
Abelian part7 of the gg→qq̄ process.

The NLO BFKL Pomeron intercept then reads forNC53 ~Ref. 2!:

a IP
MS215vMS~Q2,0!512 ln 2

aMS~Q2!

p F11r MS~0!
aMS~Q2!

p G ; ~6!

r MS~0!.220.1220.1020NF10.06692b0 , ~7!

r MS~0! uNF54.219.99.

One of the most popular physical schemes is the MOM scheme,5 based on renor-
malization of the triple-gluon vertex at some symmetric off-shell momentum. In orde
eliminate the dependence on gauge choice and other theoretical conventions inhe
the MOM scheme, one can consider renormalization schemes based on ph
processes,4 e.g., V scheme based on heavy quark potential orY scheme based on
Y→ggg decay.9

A finite renormalization due to the change of scheme can be accomplished
transformation of the QCD coupling:5

aS→aSF11T
aS

p G , ~8!

whereT is some function ofNC , NF , and for the MOM scheme, of a gauge parameterj.
Then the NLO BFKL eigenvalue in the MOM scheme can be represented as follow

vMOM~Q2,n!5NCxL~n!
aMOM~Q2!

p F11r MOM~n!
aMOM~Q2!

p G ,

r MOM~n!5r MS~n!1TMOM . ~9!

The correspondingT function for the transition from theMS scheme to the MOM-,V-
andY-schemes can be found from Refs. 5, 4, and 9~Table I!.

One can see from Table I that in spite of a weak renormalization scheme depen
the problem of a large NLO BFKL coefficient remains. The large size of the perturb
corrections leads to significant renormalization scale ambiguity. The renormaliz
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scale ambiguity problem can be resolved if one can optimize the choice of scale
renormalization schemes according to some sensible criteria. In the BLM optimal
setting,4 the renormalization scales are chosen such that all vacuum polarization e
from the QCDb function are resummed into the running couplings.

In the present case one can show that within theV scheme~or theMS scheme! the
BLM procedure does not change significantly the value of the NLO coefficientr (n). This
can be understood since the V scheme, as well asMS scheme, are adjusted primarily t
the case when in the leading order there are dominant QED~Abelian! type contributions,
whereas in the BFKL case there are important leading order gluon-gluon~non-Abelian!
interactions. Thus one can choose for the BFKL case the MOM scheme5 or the Y
scheme.

Adopting BLM scale setting, the NLO BFKL eigenvalue in the MOM scheme i

vBLM
MOM~Q2,n!5NCxL~n!

aMOM~QBLM
MOM 2!

p F11r BLM
MOM~n!

aMOM~QBLM
MOM 2!

p G , ~10!

r BLM
MOM~n!5r MOM

conf ~n! . ~11!

Theb-dependent part of ther MOM(n) defines the corresponding BLM optimal sca

FIG. 1. n dependence of the NLO BFKL eigenvalue: BLM~in the MOM scheme! — solid, MOM scheme
~Yennie gauge:j53) — dashed,MS scheme — dotted. LO BFKL (aS50.2) — dot-and-dash.

TABLE I. Scheme-transition function and the NLO BFKL coefficient in physical schemes.

Scheme T5Tconf1Tb r (0)5r conf(0)1r b(0) r (0)
(NF54)

MOM j50 7.47121.281b0 212.6420.1020NF21.214b0 222.76

j51 8.24721.281b0 211.8720.1020NF21.214b0 221.99

j53 8.79021.281b0 211.3320.1020NF21.214b0 221.44

V 220.4167b0 218.1220.1020NF20.3497b0 221.44

Y 6.4720.923b0 213.620.102NF20.856b0 221.7
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QBLM
MOM 2~n!5Q2 expF2

4r MOM
b ~n!

b0
G5Q2 expF1

2
xL~n!2

5

3
12S 11

2

3
I D G , ~12!

where I 522*0
1dxln(x)/@x22x11#.2.3439. At n50 we have QBLM

MOM 2(0)
5Q2(4exp@2(112I/3)25/3#).Q2 127.

Figures 1 and 2 and Table II give the results for the eigenvalue of the NLO B
kernel. We have used the QCD parameterL50.1 GeV which corresponds toaS

54p/@b0ln(Q2/L2)#.0.2 atQ2515 GeV2.

One of the striking features of this analysis is that the NLO value for the interce
the BFKL Pomeron, improved by the BLM procedure, has a very weak dependen
the gluon virtualityQ2. The minorQ2 dependence obtained leads to approximate s
and conformal invariance. Thus one may use conformal symmetry6,10 for the continuation
of the present results to the casetÞ0.

Note that the application of fast apparent convergence11 and the principle of minimal
sensitivity12 to the NLO BFKL eigenvalue problem lead to difficulties with the conform
weight dependence, an essential ingredient of BFKL calculations.13

It is worth noting also that since the BFKL equation can be interpreted as
‘‘quantization’’ of a renormalization group equation10 the effective scale should depen

FIG. 2. Q2 dependence of the BFKL Pomeron intercept in the NLO. The notation is as in Fig. 1.

TABLE II. The NLO BFKL Pomeron intercept in the BLM scale setting within non-Abelian physi
schemes.

Scheme r BLM(0) a IP
BLM215vBLM(Q2,0)

(NF54) Q251 GeV2 Q2515 GeV2 Q25100 GeV2

MOM j50 213.05 0.134 0.155 0.157

j51 212.28 0.152 0.167 0.166

j53 211.74 0.165 0.175 0.173

Y 214.01 0.133 0.146 0.146
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on the BFKL eigenvaluev, associated with the Lorentz spin, rather than onn. This issue
and other recent approaches to the NLO BFKL14 will be discussed in more detail in th
extended version of this work.13

To conclude, we have shown that the NLO corrections to the BFKL equation fo
QCD Pomeron become controllable and meaningful provided one uses physical
malization scales and schemes relevant to non-Abelian gauge theory. BLM optimal
setting sets the appropriate physical renormalization scale by absorbing the
conformalb-dependent coefficients. The strong renormalization scale dependence
NLO corrections to BFKL resummation then largely disappears. A striking feature o
NLO BFKL Pomeron intercept in the BLM approach is its very weakQ2 dependence,
which provides approximate conformal invariance.
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Improvement of perturbation theory in QCD for e1e2

˜hadrons and the problem of as freezing
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A method of improving perturbation theory in QCD is developed which
can be applied to any polarization operator. The case of the polarization
operatorP(q2), corresponding to the processe1e2→hadrons, is con-
sidered in detail. By the use of the analytical properties ofP(q2) and a
perturbation expansion ofP(q2) for q2,0, the function ImP(q2) at
q2.0 is defined in such a way that the infrared pole is eliminated. The
convergence of the perturbation series forR(q2)5s(e1e2

→hadrons)/(e1e2→m1m2) is improved. After substitution ofR(q2)
into the dispersion relation an improved Adler functionD(q2) is ob-
tained, having no infrared pole and a frozenas(q

2). Good agreement
with experiment is achieved. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00215-7#

PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 13.65.1i

It has been well known for years that perturbative calculations of amplitudes in
theories are legitimate if the virtualitieski

2 of all external legs are negative,ki
2,0. In this

case the polarization operators and vertex functions~two- and three-point functions! are
off mass shell and have no singularities. However, in order to get physical predictio
is necessary to go toki

2.0 ~at least for some of them!. This can be achieved by analytica
continuation using known analytical properties of the amplitudes. A typical examp
e1e2 annihilation into hadrons in QCD. The total cross sections(e1e2→hadrons) is
proportional to the imaginary part of the polarization operatorPmn(q2) of the virtual
photon atq2.0. At large enoughq2,0 the operatorPmn(q2) can be calculated pertur
batively in QCD in terms of an expansion in the running coupling constantas(q

2)
54p/b0ln(2q2/L2). The tensor structure ofPmn(q) is

Pmn~q!5~qmqn2q2dmn!P~q2!, ~1!

whereP(q2) is an analytic function ofq2 in the whole complexq2 plane with a cut along
the positiveq2 semiaxes. Analytical continuation fromq2,0 to q2.0 results in the
substitution ln(q2/L2)→ln(Q2/L2)2ip, Q25uq2u. Since smallas corresponds to large
ln(Q2/L2), the standard procedure~see, e.g., Ref. 1! is to consider ln(Q2/L2) as large
compared withp and to perform the expansion ind5p/ ln(Q2/L2). However, in practice
it is not a good expansion parameter. At the typical scale ofe1e2 annihilation, Q2

;10 GeV2 andL;300– 400 MeV, one has ln(Q2/L2)'4–5 andd'0.7.
1610021-3640/99/70(3)/4/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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In this paper we present a systematic method of improving perturbation theo
QCD, which is free from this drawback. Besidese1e2 annihilation, this method can b
applied to any polarization operators, for example, to those used in the QCD sum
approach. The idea of the method has been suggested by Radyushkin2 and considered
also by Pivovarov,3 but many important features and consequences of this method
not touched upon in Refs. 2 and 3~in particular, Eq.~10! below was not obtained an
analyzed!. Consider the Adler function

D~q2!52q2
dP~q2!

dq2
52q2E

0

` R~s!ds

~s2q2!2
, ~2!

where R(s)5s(e1e2→hadrons)/s(e1e2→m1m2). In the parton modelR(s)5Rp

53(q eq
2 , whereeq is the charge of the quark of flavorq. It is convenient to write:

D~q2!5Rp~11d~q2!!, R~q2!5Rp~11r ~q2!!, P~q2!5Rp~11p~q2!!. ~3!

Equation~3! implies the equation

d~q2!52q2
dp~q2!

dq2
, ~4!

which has the solution

p~q2!2p~m2!52E
m2

q2 ds

s
d~s!; ~5!

r (q2) is proportional to the discontinuity ofp(q2) at q2.0:

r ~q2!5
1

p
Im p~q2!5

1

2p i
@p~q21 i«!2p~q22 i«!#. ~6!

At negativeq2,0, q252Q2 the perturbation expansion ofd(Q2) in the MS renormal-
ization scheme is known up to the third order:4,5

d~Q2!5a~11d1a1d2a2!, d151.98620.115Nf ,

d2518.24424.216Nf10.086Nf
2 , ~7!

wherea(Q2)5as(Q
2)/p, Nf is the number of flavors and the small gluon–gluon sc

tering terms are omitted. With the same accuracy, the three-loop expression foras(Q
2)

in MS is given by6,7

a~Q2!5
4

b0L H 12
2b1

b0
2

ln L

L
1

4b1
2

b0
4L2 F S ln L2

1

2D 2

1
b2b0

8b1
2

2
5

4G J , ~8!

whereL5 ln(Q2/L2) and

b05112
2

3
Nf , b15512

19

3
Nf , b2528572

5033

9
Nf1

325

27
Nf

2 . ~9!

Substitution of~7!, ~8! into ~5! and ~6! leads to perturbative corrections up to the th
order in the physically measurable quantityr (q2). By taking the discontinuity, any de
pendence on the normalization pointm2 is eliminated. It should be stressed that in su
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a calculation no expansion inp/ ln(Q2/L2) is performed — the only assumptions us
~which are actually not assumptions but theorems!, are the analytical properties o
P(q2). The result is (q2>0):

r ~q2!5
4

pb0
k28

b1

b0
3

1

p2t2
@ ln~pt!112kt#1S 4

b0
D 2 d1

p2

1

11t2

116
b1

2

b0
5

1

p3t4 H S b2b0

8b1
2

21D t1k~12t2!ln~pt!1t@ ln2~pt!2k2#J
24d1S 4

b0
2D 2

b1

p3t4 H tF ln~pt!1
1

2G1
1

2
k~12t2!J 1d2S 4

b0
D 3 t

p3t4
, ~10!

where

t5
1

p
ln

q2

L2
, t5~11t2!1/2, k5

p

2
2arctant. ~11!

The essential features of~10! are: 1! unlike the standard perturbation expansion,r (q2)
has no infrared poles atq25L2 and tends to a finite limit atq2→0, viz., r (0)54/b0

'0.414, corresponding toas(0)54p/b0'1.3, and all higher order terms vanish; 2! the
convergence of the perturbation series in~10! is much better than for the standard one
the ratio of the second-order term to the first-order term is smaller than 0.2 everyw
and the ratio of the third-order to the second-order term is less than 0.1, while i
standard approach the ratio of the third-order term to the second-order term excee
below q2510 GeV2 and is larger than 1 atq2→1 GeV2; 3! the as corrections given by
~10! are remarkably smaller in the low-energy domain,q2→5 GeV2, than the standard
ones, e.g., atq251 GeV2 one findsr ~Eq. ~10!! /r stand50.72.

In order to getr (q2) at some lower values ofq2 by starting from the value ofas at
the Z-boson mass,as(mz), which is now rather well known, it is necessary to use
renormalization group equations~8! and perform matching at the thresholds of new flav
production forb and c quarks and, if we would like to go toq2,1 GeV2, even at the
s-quark threshold. This matching procedure introduces some uncertainty. The ma
may be performed at 2mq ~or, what is practically equivalent, atmY andmJ/c) or atmq .
The former seems to be preferable in the case ofe1e2 annihilation for obvious reasons
There are some arguments in favor of the latter choice, based on minimal sensitiv
the results to the matching-point value.8 In the standard approach the results are rat
sensitive to the choice of matching points – the ratio ofr ’s in the two above mentioned
cases is about 1.10–1.15 atq2→5 GeV2. We calculated theq2 dependence ofr (q2)
starting from the pointq25mz

2 and going down. The valuer (mz
2) was found from the

requirement thatas(mz
2) determined in the standard way have the valueas(mz

2)
50.11960.002 ~Ref. 9!. Then L55230227

127MeV was found. In the evolution down to
lower energies a matching ofr (q2) at the masses ofY, J/c, and w was performed,
resulting inL45335233

135MeV, L35414237
141MeV, andL25490247

151MeV. It was found,
in particular, thatpr (1 GeV2)50.41. If instead of matching at quarkonium masse
matching atmq were done, the values ofr (q2) would be only 4% smaller belowq2

510 GeV2, practically independent ofQ2. Therefore this method has also some adv
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tages in this regard. The performed comparison with experiment demonstrated
agreement starting atAq250.7 GeV, i.e., in a much broader interval than in a rec
paper.10

After substitutingr (q2) given by ~10! into the dispersion relation~2! we get back
the Adler functionD(q2). The improvedD(q2) impr obtained in this way has the corre
analytical properties and no unphysical singularities. Therefore the procedure ad
here has an important advantage: the required analytical properties of the Adler fu
are restored. IfD(q2) impr is represented in terms of an improved effective QCD coupl
constantas(q

2) impr , this would mean thatas(q
2) impr has no infrared pole and is frozen

q2→0. In this respect our approach has some resemblance to the approach of Shirk
Solovtsov11 ~see also Ref. 12!, where the condition of analyticity ofas(q

2) in the cut
complexq2 plane was imposed. The difference is that we exploit the analyticity of
polarization operatorP(q2), which is a rigorous result in field theory, and do not use a
hypothesis about analyticity ofas(q

2).

The method of defining the improved QCD coupling constantas(q
2) impr in terms of

D(q2) impr looks very promising. For this goal, perhaps, the most suitable is to use no
MS but the Brodsky–Lepage–Mackenzie renormalization scheme,13 wheree1e2 anni-
hilation is considered as the basic process for the definition ofas(q

2), with no higher-
orderas corrections. This problem requires further investigation.

The method presented above can be applied to the treatment of perturbative c
tions to any polarization operators and may therefore lead to improvement of the
sum rule approach.
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On a possibility for observing the neutron electric
polarizability

L. V. Mitsyna, A. B. Popov, and G. S. Samosvat
Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, JINR, 141980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia
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A new method is proposed for setting a lower or upper limitan* on the
neutron electric polarizabilityan . It is based on the fact that the real
part of thes-wave scattering amplitude changes sign near thes-wave
neutron resonance atE5E* . The methods consist of the observation of
the energy behavior of the forward–backward scattering asymmetryv1

which experiences a jump atE5E* . If the jump is such that
dv1 /dE.0, thenan.an* , while if dv1 /dE,0, thenan,an* , and if
dv1 /dE;0 thenan;an* . Seven even–even nuclei are found withan*
from 0.5 to 3.1 in 1023 fm3. Some details of a possible experiment with
182W are described. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00315-1#

PACS numbers: 25.40.Fq, 14.20.Dh

1. All of the methods that have been used up to now to evaluate the neutron el
polarizability an consist of the extraction of a very smallan effect against a large
background caused by the strong nuclear interaction. As a result, all of them are
tially quantitative methods. The method we have found is, in essence, a qualitativ
though it is also connected with the observation of a very small effect.

It is known1–3 that thean effect can be observed in the neutron energy~E! depen-
dence of the forward–backward asymmetry coefficient

v15
s~0!2s~p!

s~0!1s~p!

(s(q) is the differential scattering cross section! for neutron scattering by heavy nucle
at smallE. The behavior ofv1(E) is mostly determined by the interference betweens-
andp-waves and is illustrated in Fig. 1, wherev1 is calculated for differentan for the
238U nucleus as if it had no neutron resonances. This picture is obtained usin
approximate expressions

s~q!5~ f 01 f 1cosq!2, ~1!

v152 f 1 / f 0 , ~2!

where f 0 is thes-wave scattering amplitude and

f 15 f 1
N1 f 1

pol ~3!
1650021-3640/99/70(3)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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is the sum of the nuclear and polarizability contributions to thep-wave amplitude. For
238U, they are

f 0529.4 fm, f 1
N521.0931025E fm, f 1

pol55.0531025anAE fm ~4!

~here and below,E is in eV, an is in 1023 fm3) andv1(E) is as in Refs. 1 and 3. The
main peculiarity in Fig. 1 is that eachan.0 curve intersects the abscissa at a cert
energy E8. This means that thep-wave amplitudef 1 changes sign from positive a
E,E8 to negative atE.E8 provided only thatf 0 is simply the positives-wave scatter-
ing radiusR08 taken with a minus sign.

In spite of a largean contribution tov1 at eV energies it is hardly possible to obta
the corresponding curvev1(E) experimentally because this requires not only a meas
ment accuracy;1025 but also an equal degree of removal of various distorting effe

2. Instead of measuring the whole curvev1(E) we think it is possible to evaluatean

by investigatingv1 only nears-wave resonances, using a wonderful property of the
Such a resonance with energyE0 for an even–even nucleus leads to the circumstance
the total s-wave amplitudef 0 ~a potential ofR08 plus resonant! becomes zero atE*
>E02Gn/2kR08 (k and Gn are the resonant values of the neutron wave number
neutron width! while f 0,0 atE,E* and f 0.0 atE.E* . So, according to~2!, v1 also
changes sign atE* from plus atE,E* to minus atE.E* if f 1,0. If f 1.0, thev1

situation is opposite. In turn, the sign off 1, as we have already seen, depends onan and
E, becausef 1

N and f 1
pol in ~3! have opposite signs and differentE dependences. Thus th

observation of any changes in the sign ofv1 at a certainE* from plus to minus or minus
to plus gives at minimum an upper or lower limit ofan , respectively.

3. All necessary calculations can be performed using instead of Eqs.~1!–~4! the
following equations based on Ref. 4:

s~q!5B01B1 cosq, v15B1 /B0 , ~5!

B05
1

k2 F sin2 d013 sin2 d11
1

4

Gn
2

DE21G2/4
2

Gn sin d0~DE cosd01G sin d0/2!

DE21G2/4
G , ~6!

FIG. 1. The dependence ofv1 on the neutron energy and for variousan ~in 1023 fm3) for 238U nuclei when the
resonances are not taken into account.
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B15
1

k2 H 6 sin d0 sin d1 cos~d02d1!

2
3Gn sin d1@DE cos~2d02d1!1G sin ~2d02d1!/2#

DE21G2/4
J . ~7!

Here, the phase shifts are the sums of nuclear and polarizability terms:

d052kR081
6

5
k

C

Rq
, d152

1

3
~kR!2kR181

p

12
k2C, ~8!

where R08 and R18 are the s- and p-wave scattering radii,R51.35 A1/3fm and Rq

51.20 A1/3fm are the channel and charge radii,C5Mnan(Ze/\)2 is a constant,Mn is
the neutron mass, andZ is the charge number of the nucleus. Also Eqs.~6! and ~7!
contain the total widthG of the resonance andDE5E2E0.

To choose a proper resonance which can give a suitably low limit foran , it is
necessary to solve the equationd150 at the energyE* of this resonance. As a result, Eq
~8! gives

an* 514.7
A2/3R18AE*

Z2
,

whereR18 is in fm andE* is in eV. It is just the value ofan for which one must not see
any peaks ofv1 aroundE* . A v1 jump will be observed there withdv1 /dE,0 if an

,an* and withdv1 /dE.0 if an.an* .

4. Unfortunately, the even–even nuclei238U and 232Th have a lot ofp-wave reso-
nances, which makef 1 irregular and are therefore unsuitable for our purpose. We
only seven suitable nuclei whose firsts-wave resonances do not give too high a value
an* and have no knownp-wave resonances at low energies. They are enumerated in T
1 together with the necessary parameters. The approximate values ofR18 are obtained for
six nuclei from Ref. 5 by interpolation and for182W from Refs. 6 and 7. The scatterin
cross sectionss54pB0 and capture cross sectionsg are given forE5E* .

Two most informative nuclei have been chosen to illustrate~see Fig. 2! the proposed
method ofan observation. Doppler broadening is taken into account by the corresp
ing integration of~6! and ~7! and of the cross sectionsss andsg in Table I.

5. Turning to the question of experiment, we should emphasize first that there
need to try to obtain a ‘‘clean’’ picture ofv1 like those in Fig. 2 whenv1→0 ~or to a
small value! on both sides ofE* . The presence of some secondary effects, such
scattering anisotropy in the laboratory system, different detectors at different an
moderate backgrounds of various natures, etc., which cannot simulate a false jumpv1

at E* , is quite permissible. This is the main advantage of our method.

At the same time, the implementation of the proposed method involves conside
difficulties. Principal among these are the necessity of having a large amount of a
purity isotope for fabricating a scatterer and the necessity of accumulating very
statistics.
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The isotope182W seems to be the most promising tool for set the first experime
lower limit of an . The experiment can be carried out at Dubna on the 10-m flight pa
the booster IREN, which is under construction, at a neutron intensity of
3105E20.9cm22s21eV21 ~E in eV!. It is necessary to build a setup consisting of
aluminum vacuum tube about 4 m long and two identical detectors consisting of m
3He counters. The neutron beam goes inside the tube and hits a scatterer whose p
at an angle of 45° to the beam. One of the detectors is situated around the tube and
neutrons scattered backwards. Another detector is set near the tube and counts n
scattered aroundq590°. In order to distinguish with confidence one type of singularv1

picture from another, it is sufficient to collect;531010 counts in the area of a smalle
v1 peak~negative ifan,0.5, positive ifan.0.5, or about zero ifan;0.5) with a width
of ;0.18 eV. Using;1000 g of an isotope enriched to 99% as a scatterer in a beam
cm in diameter, one will have an average-over-peak neutron outlet probabilit
;731023. The necessary statistics can then be reached in;100 days if each detecto
has a solid angle of 10% of 4p and an efficiency of 40%.

TABLE I.

Nucleus R08 , fm R18 , fm E0, eV E* , eV an* ,1023 fm3 ss , b sg , b

80
198Hg 10.3 4.5 23.00 22.69 1.7 1.2 300

76
188Os 9.3 6.0 38.73 37.37 3.1 0.072 35

74
182W 9.0 3.0 4.16 3.94 0.5 0.23 260

72
178Hf 7.5 6.8 7.78 2.29 0.9 0.0004 16

72
176Hf 7.5 6.8 7.93 6.34 1.5 0.0076 33

70
170Yb 7.3 8.0 8.13 7.95 2.1 0.67 380

66
162Dy 7.5 10.0 5.44 2.71 1.6 0.0058 72

FIG. 2. The singular pictures near the 4.16 eV resonance of182W and the 7.93 eV resonance of176Hf for
different an .
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In conclusion, some additional difficulties that the experimentalist may face sh
be also mentioned. They are the background of delayed neutrons from the booster
are scattered by the target into the detectors, and the background of fast neutron
tered into the room and re-scattered to the detectors. To avoid overloading the elec
it may be necessary to unlock the detectors only for the investigated interval of the
of flight.

This work has been made with the RFBR support, Grant 97-02-16213.
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A new escape channel for ultracold neutrons in traps
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A surprising new escape channel for ultracold neutrons~UCNs! in traps
was reported recently. It could be relevant to the long-standing puzzle
of the ‘‘too high’’ loss rate of UCNs from traps, which has yet to be
completely understood and eliminated. In the present work we posi-
tively identify the new phenomenon and investigate it in detail. The
escape of UCNs from traps is due to rare events in which their energy
undergoes a small increase (;1027 eV!. The reason for such an energy
gain and its impact on the physics of UCN storage is still to be inves-
tigated. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00415-6#

PACS numbers: 28.20.Gd

Storage of ultracold neutrons~UCNs, E;1027 eV, V;5 m/s! in traps is a unique
tool in fundamental physics experiments, particularly for precision measurement o
neutron lifetime. The total reflection of UCNs from trap walls allows their storage
closed traps. Thermal equilibrium is not achieved between such trapped neutrons a
walls: UCNs reflect elastically from trap surfaces up to;105 times in succession, al
though the surface temperature is;105 times higher than the temperature;1023 K
corresponding to the UCN kinetic energy. Inelastic upscattering of UCNs results
neutron energy in the;kT range.1 UCNs could be also absorbed in a surface. Howev
these two known loss factors at trap walls are not sufficient to account for the too
loss rate of UCNs from traps. This is particularly evident in the so-called anomalous
of UCNs on a beryllium surface: an additional temperature-independent loss w
probability of ;1025 per collision.2 A general and detailed overview of UCN physic
and the application of UCNs in fundamental physics, covering the time period
1990–91, can be found in Refs. 3 and 4.

Unsuccessful attempts to achieve the theoretically predicted long storage time
strain the progress in experiments involving UCN storage. Also, the poor storage
indicate a complementary phenomenon that is not yet understood. Such inconsisten
1700021-3640/99/70(3)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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stimulated searches for UCN upscattering to a different energy range than the sta
thermal range.

UCN loss from traps as a result of surprising events involving a small increase i
energy of stored UCNs has been reported in several publications.5–7 In the present work
we positively identify such a process. The energy gain is due to an interaction of U
with the trap surface and is approximately equal to the initial UCN kinetic energ
;1027 eV. In this article we investigate events involving a small increase or decrea
energy of UCNs in traps.

We used the method of UCN spectroscopy in the Earth’s gravitational field.
adequate in the investigated energy range of;1027 eV, which corresponds to a jum
height of;1 m in the Earth’s gravitational field. UCNs and ‘‘slightly heated’’ neutro
are stored simultaneously in one volume. A diagram of the setup is shown in Fig.
more detailed account of the setup and the method of measurement is given in
5, 6, 8 and 9.

UCNs from a source via an entrance neutron guide fill the gravitational spectrom
~5 storage volume! 1. They are trapped in it when the entrance shutter2 is closed. The
gravitational spectrometer is a cylinder with a diameter of 60 cm and a height of 20
pumped down to a residual pressure of;1025 torr. It is made of polished stainless stee
The critical energy is;190 neV (mg•1 cm'1 neV!. Inside the spectrometer a polyeth
ylene absorbing disk3 is installed. It moves up or down along the total spectrome
height. UCNs with energyE.mghabsor~wherem is the neutron mass,g is the accelera-
tion in the Earth’s gravitation field, andhabsoris the absorber height above the bottom
the spectrometer! can penetrate in the absorber. The absorber has no reflecting pot
and it has high upscattering cross section. Such properties provide perfect abs
efficiency. The kinetic energy of a neutron that has been upscattered in the polyeth
is in the;kT range. Such a neutron is not trapped. It leaves the spectrometer. Thus
UCNs have filled the spectrometer and have been stored in it for some time~with the
entrance valve closed!, the spectrum is shaped so that there are no neutrons in it
energyE.mghabsor. A 3He gaseous UCN detector5 with a thin Al entrance window is
installed;1 m lower than the bottom of the spectrometer. It is connected to the s
trometer via a curved neutron guide4. The curvature of the neutron guide allows prote

FIG. 1. Diagram of the setup:1 — gravitational spectrometer,2 — entrance shutter,3 — polyethylene
absorber,4 — curved neutron guide,5 — UCN detector,6 — thin Al foil, 7 — monitor detector,8 — samples.
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tion of the detector against thermal neutrons produced in/on the separating foil6 and
spectrometer surfaces. Besides, this neutron guide provides an increase in the effi
of UCN detection due to their acceleration in the Earth’s gravitational field. Such incr
in the UCN velocity allows their easier penetration through the potential barrier o
detector’s Al window. The curved neutron guide and the detector are separated fro
storage volume by a vacuum-tight 10.5-mm-thick Al foil 6. The UCN flux in the spec-
trometer is measured with a monitor detector7, which is analogous to the main detect
5. It is separated from the storage volume by a thick foil with a small (;1 cm2) hole.
Samples8 with a large surface area can be placed on the bottom of the spectrome

Separation of the storage volume from the detector by a vacuum-tight Al foil w
critical energyEAl;52 neV allows detection of UCNs with energyE.52 neV only.
During filling the absorber is at a lower heighthabsor,EAl /mg ~in the present measure
menthabsor546 cm!. The count rate is expected to fall rather rapidly to the backgro
level after closure of the entrance shutter. The characteristic time for this decreas
responds to the cleaning time for UCNs with energyE.mghabsor. In fact, after this fast
dropoff of the count rate with the expected characteristic time there is still some c
rate significantly above the background. This count rate decreases in time in pa
~with the same characteristic time! with the UCN density in the spectrometer~Fig. 2,
lower curve!. After raising the absorber~for ;12 s, starting 80 s after closure of th
entrance shutter! the count rate increases by;25 times~Fig. 2, upper curve!. We believe
that the only reasonable interpretation for such data is a small gain in energy of the
UCNs that allows them to overcome the potential barrier of the Al separating
Neutrons with energyEAl,E,mghabsorare not absorbed~when the absorber is raised!
and they are detected more efficiently than with the absorber down.

The generation of these slightly heated UCNs in traps is similar to a vapor
process. We therefore call them VUCNs. Raising the absorber to different heights a
measurement of the VUCN spectrum~Fig. 4!.

FIG. 2. Time dependence of the count rate of neutrons penetrating through the Al foil in the stainles
spectrometer. The lower curve corresponds to a fixed-height absorber. The upper curve correspond
absorber that is raised up 80 s after the entrance shutter is closed. The background has been subtrac
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For studies of this process at different surfaces the corresponding samples
placed inside the spectrometer, and the additional rate of generation of VUCNs
measured. For many samples it was relatively low compared to the generation rate
spectrometer walls. We therefore later replaced the stainless-steel spectromete
copper cylindrical spectrometer with a diameter of 20 cm and a height of 180 cm.

Reverse~as compared to an increase in energy of the UCNs! events involving a
decrease in energy were measured in the stainless-steel spectrometer. A 10.5-mm-thick
Al foil was installed just above the entrance shutter. At the spectrometer exit a sh
replaced the thin separating foil that had been used in the measurement of an incr
energy. After UCNs have filled the spectrometer~with the exit shutter closed! the en-
trance shutter is closed also. The UCN spectrum in the spectrometer is shaped
there are no neutrons with energyE,EAl or E.mghabsor.up.. If, after some time period,
the absorber is moved down to a height lower thanEAl /mg ~in the present measureme
habsor546 cm!, then it absorbs all the UCNs in the spectrometer. If some of the UCNs
downscattered to an energyE/mg,46 cm, then those neutrons survive because t
never hit the absorber. Later they are counted when the exit shutter is open~Fig. 3!.
Variation of the maximal absorber height~during filling and storage! and the minimal
absorber height~during cleaning! permits estimation of the energies from/to which t
UCNs are downscattered.

The generation rate for both measured processes~increase and decrease in energy
UCNs! is proportional to the surface area. This indicates that it is collisions of UCNs
the surface that are responsible for the phenomenon of small energy changes.

The average probability of UCN heating to VUCN range equals the ratio of
VUCN generation rate to the UCN surface collision rate. The storage times for UCN
VUCNs in the spectrometer, the collision frequency, and the detection efficienc
VUCNs depend on energy. Therefore the estimation of the average heating prob
should be based on a precise knowledge of the initial spectrum, its evolution, the V
spectrum, and the spectral dependence of the VUCN detection efficiency. A signi
disadvantage of the present setup is its complete insensitivity to VUCNs with energ
the approximate rangeE,EAl115 neV. Such slightly above-barrier neutrons do n
penetrate the foil efficiently because of the high probability of back reflection and lo

FIG. 3. ‘‘Integral’’ spectrum of cooled-down neutrons in the stainless-steel spectrometer. The squares
spond to the number of cooled-down neutrons versus the absorber height during the spectrum clean~the
absorber height during filling is 160 cm!. The circles correspond to a fixed-height absorber~‘‘background‘‘
measurement!.
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in the foil. On the other hand the present setup and methods in principal allow d
measurement of just such changes in energy that cause UCN losses in standard
experiments. Also the probability estimate depends on whether one uses a mo
one-step or many-step changes in energy.

We therefore present only lower bounds on the heating probabilities and leave
accurate estimations for the future. We assumed here a one-step process, monolin
energies 46 neV and 110 neV, respectively, for the UCN and VUCN spectra, and eq
of storage times for UCNs and VUCNs. Each of these assumptions corresponds
most conservative, lowest estimate for the heating probability.

The estimate for the probability of a small decrease in UCN energy is almost m
independent.

The estimates are listed in Table I. The stainless-steel sample was degas
;1100 K for;30 min. Such heating of the sample decreased the magnetic permea
by ;103 times, but the VUCN generation did not change significantly. This means
VUCN generation has no direct relation to the ferromagnetic properties of the sam

Investigation of the VUCN spectrum in the stainless-steel spectrometer shows
is shaped from above at the energy;110 neV, while the initial spectrum was shaped
;46 neV ~Fig. 4!. It should be underscored once again that the setup is insensiti
VUCNs with energies in the approximate rangeE,EAl115 neV. Therefore Fig. 4 could
be used only for qualitative estimation of the VUCN spectrum.

In Fig. 3 the number of cooled-down neutrons is shown versus the minimal abs
height. This corresponds to the integral spectrum of cooled-down neutrons.

We have verified and positively identified the new phenomenon5,6 of a small energy
heating of UCNs at trap surfaces, which causes additional losses of UCNs from
The nature of these energy changes is not quite clear yet.

At a stainless-steel surface the kinetic energy for some UCNs increases at m
about a factor of two. The probability of such an energy gain is higher than;1026 per
collision. It does not depend strongly on the loss coefficient and magnetic permeabi
the material. This seems to contradict the idea of quasi-elastic scattering of UCN

TABLE I.

Sample m•1024 P1•1027 P2•1027

Surface of stainless-steel
spectrometer

18.360.2 .5.560.4 1.060.1

Surface of copper spectrometer 12.760.5 .0.6860.13
Sample of stainless steel 6.261.4 .3.160.6
Degassed sample of stainless steel 0.160.9 .1.460.3
Sample of beryllium ;5.0 .1.060.25
Degassed sample of beryllium ,1 .1.060.25

In the columns: 1st) The sample material. 2nd) The loss probability under the assumption of a 46 n
UCN monoline spectrum and for the experimentally measured storage times. 3rd) Lower bound on the
probabilityP1 of an increase in energy, calculated using the model described above. 4th) The probability
P2 of a decrease in energy. The actual values of the probability of an increase in energy are signifi
higher than the minimum estimates presented here.
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surface hydrogen impurities is also at odds with a linking of the process to the ferro
netic properties of the wall materials. The measured absolute probabilities and
qualitative behavior~their independence of the standard inelastic scattering probab!
contradict the results presented in Ref. 7. However, the different energy spectra me
in these experiments do not allow a clear comparison. We have also identified for th
time a small energy increase for UCNs at copper and beryllium surfaces. This ind
that the phenomenon is of a universal nature.

We have also measured events involving a small decrease in energy of UC
stainless-steel surfaces. This phenomenon was earlier reported in Ref. 10. It proba
a common physical cause with the small heating of UCNs. The probability of su
decrease in energy is at least 10 times lower than that for an increase in energy.

In the future we intend to measure directly the impact of the small energy heatin
UCN storage times and particularly on the additional ‘‘unavoidable’’ anomalous U
losses. The temperature dependence of such a process is of significant interest be
could clarify the nature of this effect.

* !e-mail: nesvizhevsky@ill.fr
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FIG. 4. ‘‘Integral’’ VUCN spectrum. The circles correspond to VUCN generation at the stainless-steel
trometer walls. The triangles correspond to VUCN generation at a stainless-steel sample in the coppe
trometer. The square is for a fixed-height absorber in the stainless-steel spectrometer.
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Transverse spectra of radiation processes in a medium

B. G. Zakharov
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L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117334
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A formalism is developed for evaluation of the transverse momentum
dependence of the cross sections of radiation processes in a medium.
The analysis is based on the light-cone path integral approach to the
induced radiation. The results are applicable in both QED and QCD.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00515-0#

PACS numbers: 11.80.La, 12.20.Ds, 12.38.2t

It is well known that at high energies, multiple scattering can considerably mo
the cross sections of radiation processes in a medium.1,2 Recently this effect~called the
Landau–Pomeranchuk–Migdal~LPM! effect! in QED and QCD has attracted muc
attention3–10 ~see also Ref. 11 and references therein!. In Ref. 6 we developed a rigorou
new light-cone path integral approach to the LPM effect. There we have discusse
pT-integrated spectra. For many problems it is highly desirable also to have a form
for the pT dependence of the radiation rate. In the present paper we derive the
sponding formulas. Like those of Ref. 6, our results are applicable in both QED
QCD.

For simplicity we describe the formalism for an induceda→bc transition in QED
for scalar particles with an interaction LagrangianL int5l@ĉb

1ĉc
1ĉa1ĉa

1ĉcĉb# ~it is
assumed thatma,mb1mc and that the decaya→bc is absent in vacuum!. TheS-matrix
element for thea→bc transition in an external potential reads

^bcuŜua&5 i E dtdrlcb* ~ t,r !cc* ~ t,r !ca~ t,r !, ~1!

wherec i are the wave functions~incoming for i 5a and outgoing fori 5b,c). We write
c i as

c i~ t,r !5
1

A2Ei

exp@2 i ~ t2z!pi ,z#f i~ t,r ! . ~2!

We consider the case when the particlea approaches the target from infinity, and no
malize the flux to unity~it corresponds touf i u51) at z52` for i 5a and atz5` for
i 5b,c. The case when the particlea is produced in a hard reaction in a medium~or at a
1760021-3640/99/70(3)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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finite distance from a medium! will be discussed later. At high energy,Ei@mi , the
dependence off i on the variablet5(t1z)/2 at t2z5const is governed by the two
dimensional Schro¨dinger equation

i
]f i

]t
5Hif i , ~3!

Hi52
1

2m i
S ]

]rD 2

1eiU1
mi

2

2m i
, ~4!

wherem i5pi ,z , r is the transverse coordinate,ei is the electric charge, andU is the
potential of the target.

In the high-energy limit one can obtain from~1!, ~2! the inclusive cross section

d5s

dxdqbdqc
5

2

~2p!4
ReE dr1dr2E

z1,z2

dz1dz2 g^F~z1 ,r1!F* ~z2 ,r2!& , ~5!

where F(z,r)5fb* (t,r )fc* (t,r )fa(t,r )u t5z , qb,c are the transverse moment
x5pb,z /pa,z ~note that for the particlec pc,z5(12x)pa,z), g5l2/@16px(12x)Ea

2#, and
^ . . . & means averaging over the states of the target. Since the wave functions en~5!
only at t5z, f i can be regarded as functions ofz andr. In the Schro¨dinger equation~3!
z will play the role of time. We represent thez dependence off i in terms of the Green’s
functionKi of the Hamiltonian~4!. Then, diagrammatically,~5! is described by the graph
of Fig. 1a. We depictKi (Ki* ) by → (←). The dotted line shows the transverse dens
matrices at large longitudinal distances in front of (z5zi) and behind (z5zf) the target1!.
We will consider first theqc-integrated spectrum. For the sake of generality we ass
that all the particles are charged in this case. Later we will give the formula for the to
inclusive spectrum when at least one of the final particles has zero charge. Fo
qc-integrated case the transverse density matrix for the final particlec is given by ad
function, and by making use of the relation

E dr2K~r2 ,z2ur1 ,z1!K* ~r2 ,z2ur18 ,z1!5d~r12r18! ~6!

one can transform the graph of Fig. 1a into that of Fig. 1b. The corresponding anal
expression reads

FIG. 1. The diagram representation of the inclusive spectrum~5! ~a!, and~7! ~b!.
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d3s

dxdqb
5

2

~2p!2
ReE drb, fdrb, f8 drbdrb8dradra8dra,idra,i8 exp@2 iqb•~rb, f2rb, f8 !#

3E
zi

zf
dz1E

z1

zf
dz2 gSb~rb, f ,rb, f8 ,zf urb ,rb8 ,z2!M ~rb ,rb8 ,z2ura ,ra8 ,z1!

3Sa~ra ,ra8 ,z2ura,i ,ra,i8 ,zi !, ~7!

where

Si~r2 ,r28 ,z2ur1 ,r18 ,z1!5^Ki~r2 ,z2ur1 ,z1!Ki* ~r28 ,z2ur18 ,z1!& ~8!

is the evolution operator for the transverse density matrix, and the factorM is given by

M ~r2 ,r28 ,z2ur1 ,r18 ,z1!5^Kb~r2 ,z2ur1 ,z1!Kc~r28 ,z2ur1 ,z1!Ka* ~r28 ,z2ur18 ,z1!& .
~9!

We assume that the target density does not depend onr. Then a considerable part of th
calculations can be done analytically. In~8!, ~9! we represent the Green’s functions in th
path integral form. In the corresponding path integral formulas forSi andM the interac-
tion of the particles with the target potential after averaging over the target states
out to be transformed into the interaction between trajectories described by the G
absorption factors. ForSi the corresponding absorption cross section is given by
dipole cross sections i ī for interaction with the medium constituent of thei ī pair. The
absorption factor forM involves the three-body cross sections ābc , which depends on the
relative transverse vectorstbc5rb2rc andtab5ra2rb . The factorSi can be evaluated
analytically. The corresponding formulas are given in Refs. 12 and 6. The factorM after
the analytical path integration over the center-of-mass coordinates can be expres
terms of the Green’s functionKbc describing the relative motion of the particlesb andc

in a fictitious ābc system. The formula forM can be obtained from that given in Ref.
by replacing the final transverse coordinater2 by r28 for the particlec. The expression for
the probability of thea→bc transition at a given impact parameter, which we obtain
integrating analytically over all the transverse coordinates~except fortb5rb, f2rb, f8 ) in
~7!, has the form

d3P

dxdqb
5

2

~2p!2
ReE dtb exp~2 iqb•tb!

3E
zi

zf
dz1E

z1

zf
dz2 gFb~tb ,z2!Kbc~tb ,z2u0,z1!Fa~ta ,z1!, ~10!

where

Fa~ta ,z1!5expF2
saā~ta!

2 E
zi

z1
dzn~z!G ,

Fb~tb ,z2!5expF2
sbb̄~tb!

2 E
z2

zf
dzn~z!G ~11!

are the eikonal initial- and final-state absorption factors,2! andta5xtb . The Hamiltonian
for the Green’s functionKbc reads
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Hbc52
1

2mbc
S ]

]tbc
D 2

2
in~z!s ābc~tbc ,tab!

2
2

i

L f
, ~12!

where mbc5Eax(12x), tab52@ta1(12x)tbc#, and L f52Eax(12x)/@mb
2(12x)

1mc
2x2ma

2x(12x)# is the so-called formation length. In~11!, ~12! n(z) is the number
density of the target. If the target occupies the region 0,z,L one can drop in~10! the
contribution from the configurations withz1,2,0 and z1,2.L. This follows from the
relation for the Green’s functionKbc

0 for the Hamiltonian~12! in vacuum:

ReE
0

`

dzKbc
0 ~t,zu0,0!5ReE

0

`

dzS mbc

2p izDexpH i Fmbct
2

2z
2

z

L f
G J 50 . ~13!

This allows one to rewrite~10! in another form:

d3P

dxdqb
5

2

~2p!2
ReE dtb exp~2 iqb•tb!E

zi

zf
dz1E

z1

zf
dz2 g$Fb~tb ,z2!

3@Kbc~tb ,z2u0,z1!2Kbc
0 ~tb ,z2u0,z1!#Fa~ta ,z1!

1@Fb~tb ,z2!21#Kbc
0 ~tb ,z2u0,z1!@Fa~ta ,z1!21#%, ~14!

which demonstrates explicitly that the configurations withz1,2,0 and z1,2.L do not
contribute to the radiation rate. Equations~10!, ~14! establish the theoretical basis fo
evaluation of the transverse momentum dependence of the LPM effect.

The integration overqb in ~14! gives thex spectrum

dP

dx
52ReE

zi

zf
dz1E

z1

zf
dz2 g@Kbc~0,z2u0,z1!2Kbc

0 ~0,z2u0,z1!#, ~15!

which we obtained earlier in Ref. 6. There it has been derived using the unitarity
nection between the probability of thea→bc transition and the radiative correction to th
a→a transition. The latter is described by the diagram of Fig. 2a, which in turn, u
~6!, can be transformed into the graph of Fig. 2b.3! It can also be obtained directly from
the graph of Fig. 1b after integrating overqb .

In the low-density limit Eq.~14! can be written in terms of the light-cone wav
function Ca

bc :

FIG. 2. The diagram representation of the radiative correction to the probability ofa→a transition.
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d3P

dxdqb
5

1

~2p!2 E dtdt8 exp ~2 iqb•t8!Ca
bc*

3~x,t2t8!Ts ābc~tbc ,tab!Ca
bc~x,t! , ~16!

wheretbc5t, tab52@(12x)t1xt8#, andT5*dzn(z). This formula can be obtained
from ~14! by taking advantage of the representation ofCa

bc in terms ofKbc
0 which was

established in Ref. 7:

Ca
bc~x,t!5

il

4EaApx~12x!
E

2`

0

dzKbc
0 ~t,0u0,z!.

When divided byT, Eq. ~16! gives a convenient formula for the Bethe–Heitler cro
section in terms of the light-cone wave function. It worth noting that~16! ~and~10! and
~14! as well! is valid if one can neglect the transverse motion effects on the scale o
medium constituent size. This assumes that the typical value ofuz22z1u in ~10!, ~14!,
which can be regarded as the formation length associated with thea→bc transition at a
given qb , L f(qb), is much larger than the size of the medium constituent. If the L
effect is not very strong theL f(qb) can be estimated by replacingmb,c

2 by mb,c
2 1qb

2 in the
above formula forL f . Note that forL f(qb)@L the radiation rate can be written in term
of Ca

bc for an arbitrary target density. In this case the target acts as a single scat
center and Eq.~14! can be written in a form like~16! but with the productTs ābc being
replaced by 2$12exp@21

2Tsābc#% . This representation generalizes the formula for
pT-integrated spectrum derived in Ref. 13.

In the general case one can estimate the radiation rate using the parametriz
s i ī 5Cii ti

2 , s ābc5Cabtab
2 1Cbctbc

2 1Ccatca
2 ~heretca52(tab1tbc)). Then the Hamil-

tonian ~12! takes the oscillator form with the frequency

V~z!5
~12 i !

A2
F n~z!C~x!

Eax~12x!G
1/2

,

whereC(x)5Cab(12x)21Cbc1Ccax
2. The Green’s function for the oscillator Hami

tonian with thez-dependent frequency can be written in the form

Kosc~t2 ,z2ut1 ,z1!5
g~z1 ,z2!

2p i
exp$ i @a~z1 ,z2!t2

21b~z1 ,z2!t1
22g~z1 ,z2!t1t2#% .

~17!

The functionsa, b andg in ~17! can be evaluated in the approach of Ref. 14. Then
can integrate analytically overtb in ~10!, and represent the radiation rate as

d3P

dxdqb
5

1

~2p!2
ReE

z1,z2

dz1dz2 g
g~z1 ,z2!

Q~z1 ,z2!
expF2

iqb
2

4Q~z1 ,z2!
1

i ~z12z2!

L f
G ,

~18!

where the factorQ(z1 ,z2) can be expressed through in terms of the parametersCi j , the
functionsa, b, andg, andn. The formula for this factor is cumbersome to be presen
here.
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Consider now the case when the particlea is produced in a medium or at finit
distance from a target. Equation~10! holds in this case as well, but nowzi equals the
coordinate of the production point. Given the representation~10! and making use of~13!,
one can obtain a formula similar to~14! but with @Fa21# being replaced byFa in the
second term. Note, however, that, due to the infinite time required for the formatio
Ca

bc , Eq. ~16! ~and its analog for arbitrary density atL f(qb)@L) does not hold in this
case.

Let us briefly discuss the totally inclusive radiation rate. It can be evaluated al
in the same way as theqc-integrated spectrum if one of the final particles has a z
charge, as this occurs for thee→ge transition in QED. Consider the case whenec50.
Since the particlec does not interact with the medium, the graph of Fig. 1a can
transformed into a graph like that of Fig. 1b but with the propagatorKc being connected
to the lowerabc vertex through the density matrix of the particlec. The corresponding
formula @which is the analog of~10!# reads

d5P

dxdqbdqc
5

2

~2p!2
ReE dtbdtc exp@2 i ~qb•tb1qc•tc!#

3E
zi

zf
dz1E

z1

zf
dz2 gFb~tb ,z2!Kbc~tb2tc ,z2u0,z1!Fa~ta ,z1! , ~19!

whereta5xtb1(12x)tc . Thez integration in~19! can also be written as in~14!. In the
low density limit and atL f(qb)@L the initial- and final-state interactions vanish. For th
reason the analog of~16! and a similar equation for arbitrary density atL f(qb)@L which
can be obtained from~19! are valid even when all the particles are charged.

The generalization of the above results to the realistic QED and QCD Lagran
reduces to trivial replacements of the two- and three-body cross sections and the
factor g. The latter, due to spin effects in the vertexa→bc, becomes an operator. Th
corresponding formulas are given in Refs. 6 and 15.

The formalism developed here can be applied to many problems. In particula
QCD this approach can be used for evaluation of high-pT hadron spectra, thepT depen-
dence of Drell–Yan pairs and heavy-quark production inhA collisions, and the angula
dependence of the parton energy loss in hot QCD matter produced inAA collisions. It is
also of interest for studying the initial condition for the quark–gluon plasma inAA
collisions. Some of these problems will be discussed in further publications.

I would like to thank N. N. Nikolaev and D. Schiff for discussions. I am gratefu
J. Speth for the hospitality at FZJ, Ju¨lich, where this work was completed. This work wa
partially supported by INTAS Grant 96-0597 and DFG Grant 436RUS17/11/99.

1!Strictly speaking, in~1! and ~5! a coupling which vanishes adiabatically atuzu;uzi , f u should be used. For
simplicity we do not indicate the coordinate dependence of the coupling.

2!Note that the appearance of the eikonal absorption factors in~10! is a nontrivial consequence of the specifi
form of the evolution operatorsSa,b ~Ref. 12! and is not connected with the applicability of the eikon
approximation in itself.

3!The diagram of Fig. 2b gives only the term}Kbc in ~15! ~the corresponding integral is divergent in itself!.
Nonetheless, it yields the same result as~15!. Indeed, by adding and subtracting the contribution from
configurationsz1,zf,z2, one can represent the contribution of the vacuum term as a sum of the imag
term connected with the radiative correction toma @which is}(zf2zi)] and the real term related to the wav
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function renormalization. The latter comes from the configurationsz1,zf,z2. This boundary effect is absen
if the coupling vanishes at largeuzu. In this case the vacuum term in~15! does not affect thex spectrum. It is,
however, convenient to keep the vacuum term to simplify the troublesomez integration in~15!. Again, it
allows one to use a constant coupling.
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Direct measurement of the spatial distribution of light
intensity in a scattering medium

A. A. Karabutov, I. M. Pelivanov, N. B. Podymova,* ) and S. E. Skipetrov
International Laser Center, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 7 June 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 3, 187–191~10 August 1999!

A direct nonperturbative measurement of the spatial distribution of the
light intensity in a strongly scattering medium is performed using an
optoacoustic method. It is shown that near a surface the intensity can be
five times greater than the incident intensity, and the absolute maxi-
mum of the intensity is observed at a depthl (12R)(124.0R) deter-
mined by the photon transport mean free pathl and the effective light
reflection coefficientR of the boundary separating the scattering and
external media. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00615-5#

PACS numbers: 42.25.Fx, 43.35.Sx

Interest in the problem of multiple scattering of classical waves, primarily light
randomly nonuniform media has undergone a vigorous revival in the last ten years
is due to the diversity of new physical effects observed~or expected! under multiple
scattering conditions — correlations of the scattered radiation, coherent backscat
Anderson localization of light, and so on1 — and to important applications of optica
diagnostics methods in medicine.2

In the vast majority of multiple-scattering experiments theoutgoingradiation from
the medium is detected, since placing the detecting apparatus inside the medium~when it
is possible to do so at all! inevitably results in distortion of the scattering pattern. At t
same time, the characteristics of the radiationinside the scattering medium are also o
interest from the fundamental and applied standpoints.

In the present work the spatial light intensity distribution in a scattering medium
measured directly. The method employed for this is based on the optoacoustic
wherein ultrasonic waves are excited thermooptically in the experimental medium
pulsed laser radiation is absorbed in it.3 In recent years the optoacoustic effect has be
widely used for diagnostics of randomly inhomogeneous media.4

When a laser pulse with durationtL much shorter than the transit time of an acous
wave through the region of heat release (avtL!1, a is the light extinction coefficient and
v is the sound velocity in the medium! is absorbed in a medium, the form of the ultr
sonic pulse~optoacoustic~OA! signal! replicates the spatial distribution of the therm
sources in the medium.3 For a uniformly absorbing and scattering medium, this distrib
tion in the plane wave approximation for the light is identical to the spatial distributio
1830021-3640/99/70(3)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the light intensity in the medium. Then the intensity of the laser radiation in the med
can be represented as

I ~z,t !5I ~z! f ~ t !.I ~z!tLd~ t !. ~1!

In turn, the leading edge of the pressure pulse in the traveling acoustic wave exci
the medium is given by the expression3,4

p~t5t2z/v,0!5
bv2

2cp
maE0

I ~2vt!

I 0
, ~2!

whereb is the thermal expansion coefficient,cp is the specific heat of the medium,ma is
the light absorption coefficient, andE05I 0tL is the laser energy density at the surface
the medium.

As is evident from Eq.~2!, the leading edge of the OA signal,p(t,0), replicates
the spatial distribution of the light intensity in the medium, and the time scale of varia
of p and the spatial scale of variation ofI (z) are related via the sound velocity in th
medium: z52vt. Here t50 is the time when the OA signal excited at the surfa
z50 of the sample arrives at the acoustic detector~in the direct scheme for detecting th
OA signal in an absorbing medium; see Refs. 3 and 4!. After determining the timet50
on the experimentally obtained temporal profile of the OA signal with allowance
diffraction,4 one can use Eq.~2! to convert the time dependence of the leading edge of
OA signal p(t,0) into the spatial dependenceI (z). Thus the optoacoustic metho
makes it possible to perform a direct measurement of the spatial light intensity dis
tion in a scattering medium, if the light absorption coefficient, the sound velocity, an
thermophysical parameters of the medium as well as the incident energy densi
known.

In our experiments the model scattering medium, consisting of an aqueous su
sion of 0.76mm in diameter polystyrene beads~the volume concentration of the bead
F50.75%!, was irradiated with pulses from aQ-switched Nd:YAG laser~wavelength
l51.06 mm, pulse durationtL512 ns! in a direction normal to the surface of the m
dium. On the surface of the suspension the laser radiation, which had been pass
forehand through a glass diffusing filter, had a nearly Gaussian transverse intensi
tribution with a characteristic beam radiusa52.6 cm. The acoustic pulses excited in t
suspension were detected with a wideband piezoelectric detector, absolutely calibr
the spectral range 0.03–8 MHz; the low-frequency sensitivity of the detector was
60.1 mV/Pa. The detector was placed on the side opposite to the irradiated surface
suspension, and it was in acoustic contact with the cell~direct detection scheme!. The
electric signal from the piezoelectric detector was recorded with a Tektronix TDS
digital real-time oscilloscope~the analog frequency band was 100 MHz and the sam
rate was 1 GHz! and averaged over 64 time series.

Since the volume concentration of particles was low, we could assume tha
refractive index, the light absorption coefficient, and the thermophysical paramete
the suspension have the same as their values as for water (n51.326,ma50.16 cm21,
b51.82 K21, cp54.18 J/g•K!. The ultrasonic absorption coefficient in water in th
experimental frequency range does not exceedK52.531022cm21, so that we neglected
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the effect of absorption on the form of the OA signal as it propagates in the suspe
~cell height L52 cm !K21). The measured sound velocity in the suspension wav
5(1.4960.01)3105 cm/s.

Relation~2! can be used to calculateI (z)/I 0 from the measured time dependence
the leading edge of the OA signalp(t,0). However, this relation holds only forz
.zmin5v/fmax, where f max is the frequency upper bound of the spectral range of
piezoelectric detector. For our experimental setupzmin.200 mm. On this basis it is
possible to perform a direct nonperturbative measurement of the spatial distrib
I (z)/I 0 of the radiation intensity in a scattering medium forz.zmin . The results of such
a measurement are displayed in Fig. 1. For convenience, we normalizez to the transport
photon mean free pathl /ms8 in the medium, wherems8 is the reduced light scatterin
coefficient.

We shall now compare the measured distributionI (z)/I 0 with the distributions cal-
culated analytically and numerically by the Monte Carlo method. For the analy
calculation of the spatial distribution of the radiation intensity in a randomly nonunif
medium, we shall assume that the medium occupies the half spacez.0 and that the
radius of the beam incident on it is infinite. Such an approximation is admissible i
thickness of the medium and the beam radius are much greater thanl . We represent the
radiation intensity in the medium as a sum of the coherent and diffuse component

I ~z,t !5I coh~z,t !1I dif~z,t !, ~3!

whereI dif is the radiation intensity averaged over a 4p solid angle. The coherent com
ponent decays exponentially as a function of distance:I coh(z,t)5I 0f (t)exp@2(ma

1ms)z#, ms is the light-scattering coefficient in the medium, and forma!ms8 the diffuse
component is described by the diffusion equation5,6

F¹22a22
1

D

]

]t G I dif~z,t !52
cI0f ~ t !

D
d~z2z1!. ~4!

FIG. 1. Spatial distribution of the light intensity in a semi-infinite randomly inhomogeneous medium~aqueous
suspension of polystyrene beads 0.76mm in diameter; the particle volume concentration is 0.75%; the pho
transport mean free pathl 5628 mm!: circles — experimental data, solid line — analytical calculation in t
diffusion approximation, dashed line — Monte Carlo calculation.
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HereI 0f (t) is the intensity of the radiation incident on the medium,c is the speed of light
in the medium,D is the diffusion coefficient of light,a253mams8 , z1.l is the distance
at which the collimated incident radiation is converted into diffuse radiation. FotL

@(mac)21, which in our case holds well, the time derivative on the left-hand side of
~4! can be neglected.

We shall use as the boundary condition for Eq.~4! the condition thatI dif vanishes on
the so-called extrapolated boundary7 — the plane z52z052Dl , where D5 3

2(1
1R)/(12R) and R is the effective internal reflection coefficient for diffuse radiati
reflected from the boundary of the scattering and transparent media.8 This boundary
condition gives

I dif~z!5
I 0

2
A3ms8

ma
$exp@2auz2z1u#2exp@2a~z12z01z1!#%. ~5!

Assuming the refractive index of water and polystyrene to ben151.326 andn251.559,
respectively, we obtain1! from the Mie theory5 ms8515.92 cm21 and l 5628 mm. The
calculation of the parameterD using the integral relation obtained forR in Refs. 8 gives
D51.66. The dependenceI (z)/I 0 obtained in the process is displayed in Fig. 1~solid
line!.

To calculateI (z) by the Monte Carlo method we simulated the multiple scatter
of a large number of photons (N5106) in a randomly nonuniform medium, as done, f
example, in Refs. 9. The Henyey–Greenstein formula with anisotropy indexg50.782,
calculated according to the Mie theory for scatterers with a diameter of 0.76mm, was
used for the scattering diagram of an individual particle. The probability of inte
reflection at the medium–air boundary was calculated using the Fresnel formulas.10 The
simulated curveI (z)/I 0 is shown in the inset in Fig. 1~dashed line!. For z.l the results
of the numerical simulation agree with the analytical results.

As one can see from the figure, forz.l the measured dependenceI (z)/I 0 is in
excellent agreement with the computed dependences. In this rangeI (z) can be described
by the simple expressionI (z)}exp(2az) @see Eq.~5!#, which makes it possible to de
terminems8 if ma is known. The value that we obtainedms8516.45cm21 agrees well with
the computed valuems8515.92 cm21.

For z,l the experimental, analytical, and numerical results disagree. The diffu
theory becomes inapplicable in this range, since low-order scattering processes
large role near the boundary of the medium. The disagreement between the numeric
experimental results is probably due to factors that were neglected in the num
model but that are important near the boundary of the medium: the vector nature
electromagnetic radiation, the possibility of interference of scattered waves, the d
ence between the Henyey–Greenstein model phase function and the phase functi
responding to Mie scattering, and the finite dimensions of the laser beam and cell

We note that forz,10l the radiation intensity in the scattering medium is grea
than the incident radiation intensity (I (z)/I 0.1). This increase in the intensity in
subsurface layer occurs because of diffuse reflection of the scattered radiation
deeper layers in the medium. A sample of a randomly nonuniform medium can ther
be interpreted as a cavity with one mirror atz50 ~reflection occurs as a result of
difference of the refractive indices of the scattering and external media! and the other
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distributed continuously over the half spacez.0 ~reflection is due to scattering!. Just as
in any cavity, concentration of electromagnetic energy should occur in a sample o
randomly inhomogeneous medium, as is observed experimentally.

For z5zmax.l /2 the quantityI (z) possesses an absolute maximum, andI (zmax) is
more than five times greater than the light intensityI 0 incident on the medium. The
Monte Carlo calculation ofI (z) for various ratios of the refractive indices of the scatt
ing and external media showed that the position of the maximum of the intens
determined by an effective reflection coefficientR of the air–medium boundary fo
diffuse radiation and can be approximately described by the formulazmax.l (12R)(1
20.4R).

The factorsma and ms8 can be determined simultaneously by interpolating the
perimentally measured functionI (z) in the regionz.l using Eq.~5!. This makes it
possible to suggest a new method for performing independent measurements of t
sorption and scattering coefficients of turbid media. This method is an alternative t
all-optical method based on measurement of the temporal profiles of short pulses
mitted through a turbid medium.11

We shall now sum up. In the present work, a direct nonperturbative measurem
the spatial intensity distributionI (z)/I 0 of optical radiation in a scattering medium wa
performed and its features were studied. It was shown thatI (z)}exp(2A3mams8z) at
depthsz.l . Near the boundary of the medium, forz,10l , the radiation intensity is
greater than the intensityI 0 of the incident wave, and at some pointz5zmax it reaches an
absolute maximum, which can be five times greater thanI 0. An approximate formula was
found for zmax: zmax.l (12R)(120.4R). The substantial increase in the radiation
tensity near the surface of a scattering medium must be taken into consideration in
where the light intensity in the medium is limited~for example, in medical applications!.

This study was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant
98-02-17112!. The work of S. E. Skipetrov was also supported by the Internatio
Center for Fundamental Physics in Moscow~INTAS Grant 96-0457! and the Moscow
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Two-photon fluorescence spectrum in an atom
1 dielectric microsphere system

V. V. Klimov* )

P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

V. S. Letokhov
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A strong resonant interaction of a two-level atom with a dielectric
microsphere is studied on the basis of quantum electrodynamics. The
initial condition considered is one in which the atom is initially excited
and the resonant mode of the microsphere has been excited by a single
photon. The spectrum of two emitted photons depends strongly on the
method used to excite the microsphere, i.e., on the spatial distribution
of the photon energy. The most characteristic feature of the two-photon
fluorescence spectrum is a strong energy correlation of the emitted
photons. This correlation is expressed in the fact that the energies of the
emitted photons are related by the equation of an ellipse (v11v2

22vA)213(v12v2)254VRabi
2 . The relation between the results ob-

tained and the predictions of the theory of dressed states is discussed.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00715-X#

PACS numbers: 32.50.1d, 32.80.Wr

The main properties of a dielectric microsphere viewed as a cavity are its highQ in
the optical range and the small effective volume of a mode.1–3 Such a microsphere is
good ‘‘trap’’ for photons, and even a single photon can be characterized by a high el
field intensity near the surface of the microsphere. Accordingly, an atom placed i
high-field region can interact strongly with a resonant mode of the microsphere whe
latter contains a small number of photons or even no photons at all.

The single-photon fluorescence spectrum of an atom1 microsphere system ha
been well-studied.4,5 The structure of this spectrum depends strongly on the method
to excite the system. For a sufficiently strong atom–microsphere interaction, the s
photon fluorescence spectrum can possess singlet, doublet, or triplet forms.

The objective of the present work is to investigate further an atom–microsp
system in the strong resonant interaction regime. As initial conditions we conside
case of excitation of the system such that the atom is in an excited state and there
photon in a resonant mode of the microsphere. It should be noted that the prese
only one photon in a resonant mode of the microsphere does not mean that the fie
a single-mode structure. In the present investigation, in accordance with the the g
1890021-3640/99/70(3)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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principles of quantum electrodynamics, we assume that there is a large number~in the
limit a continuum! of quantized modes of the electromagnetic field within the contou
a resonant mode of the microsphere.

Such initial conditions are not exotic and can always be realized when the ex
atom enters a cavity containing a single photon. Experimental setups of this kind al
exist6 or are under development.7

To describe the properties of the two-photon fluorescence spectrum, it is nece
to use the quantum theory of the resonant interaction of an excited atom with a m
sphere whose resonant mode contains a single photon. The quantization of the e
magnetic field in spherical geometry is well-known.8 The quantum theory for a dielectri
microsphere has been studied in Refs. 5 and 9.

For a resonant interaction of a two-level atom located at the pointr with a con-
tinuum of quantized radiation modes falling within the contour of the whispering-ga
mode, the dipole Hamiltonian can be represented as10

H5HA1HF1HI , ~1!

where the Hamiltonians of the atomHA , the fieldHF , and the interactionHI are

HA5\vAS 1

0D , HF5(
s

\vsFas
1as1

1

2G , HI5S 0 2d–Ê

2d* •Ê 0
D , ~2!

Ê5(
s

ase~s,r !2as
1e* ~s,r !

iA2
. ~3!

In Eqs.~2! and~3! d is the matrix element of the transition dipole moment andas andas
1

are operators creating and annihilating a photon in thesth mode. The indexs, character-
izing a quantized mode in the presence of a microsphere, is of a vector char
s5(n,m,n), wheren, m andn are the orbital, azimuthal, and radial quantum numbe
respectively. The frequency of the quantized mode

vs5n
pc

L
1 . . . ~4!

is determined by the radial wave numbern and the radius of the quantization sphe
L→`. Explicit expressions for the electric field intensity of thesth modee(s,r ) can be
found in Ref. 5.

In the rotating-wave approximation the ground state, the first excited manifold
second excited manifold, and so on do not interact and can be studied separatel
main problem is to study the interaction of an excited atom with the quantized mode
fall within the contour of one of the resonance modes~the whispering-gallery mode!.

To solve this problem, the Schro¨dinger equation describing the dynamics of t
second excited manifold must be solved directly. If the continuum of quantized mod
described byn quantized modes (n→`), then the Schro¨dinger equation reduces to
system ofn(n13)/2 linear differential equations for the amplitudes of different sta
The vector of the probability amplitudes of the second excited manifold has the fo
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where the firstn components describe the probability amplitudes for finding an atom
an excited state and one photon in one of the quantized modes. The secondn components
describe the probability amplitudes for finding an atom in the ground state and
photons in one of the quantized modes. Finally, the remainingn(n21)/2 components
describe the probability amplitudes for finding an atom in the ground state and
photons in various quantized modes.

In the frequency domain, the Schro¨dinger equation reduces to a system of ordina
linear equations

~v2v i2vA!c i
A~v!5 ic i

A~0!1(
sÞ i

Vsc i ,s
Ph~v!1A2c i ,i

Ph~v!Vi ,

~v22v i !c i ,i
Ph~v!5A2Vi* c i

A~v!, ~6!

~v2v i2v j !c i , j
Ph~v!5Vj* c i

A~v!1Vi* c j
A~v!~ iÞ j !.

Here the firstn equations describe the frequency evolution of the atomic probab
amplitude, and the terms on the right-hand side describe the initial state and the em
of a photon into unoccupied and occupied modes. The secondn equations describe th
dynamics of photon emission into an occupied mode~stimulated emission by an atom!.
Finally, the remainingn(n21)/2 equations describe the emission of a photon into
unoccupied mode~spontaneous emission of an atom!.

The matrix element of the interaction energy of an atom interacting with diffe
quantized modes within the contour of the resonant mode,

Vs5V~vs!52
d–e~s,r !

i\A2
, ~7!

will have a resonant dependence on the frequency of the mode. Figure 1 show
dependence of the dipole interaction energy of a two-level atom interacting with
quantized modes. Here the solid line shows the contour of the whispering-gallery m
and the vertical lines show the frequencies of the quantized modes. The distanc
tween the modes decrease as the quantization volume increases, and in the limit o
talk about a continuum of quantized modes falling within the resonant contour
microsphere.

Elimination of the photon modes from the system~6! gives a system ofn linear
equations for the probability amplitudes for finding an atom in the excited s
(e→01):

~v2v i2vA!c i
A~v!5 ic i

A~ t50!1(
s

VsVs* c i
A~v!1VsVi* cs

A~v!

~v2v i2vs1 i e!
. ~8!

After solving Eq.~8!, there is no need to return to the time domain to find the fluo
cence spectrum, since the amplitudes of the two-photon states in the limitt→` can be
expressed in terms of the frequency components of the atomic states:
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c i , j
Ph~ t→`!5Vj* c i

A~v i1v j !1Vi* c j
A~v i1v j !~ iÞ j !, c i ,i

Ph~ t→`!5A2Vi* c i
A~2v i !.

~9!

It is evident from these expressions that the two-photon final states are entangle
strong correlations between them are to be expected.

The asymptotic occupation probabilities of various states of the two-photon
tinuum, i.e., the two-photon fluorescence spectrum

P~v i ,v j !5
uc i , j

Ph~ t→`!u2

Dv2
, ~10!

can be found in terms of the asymptotic expressions for the photon amplitudes~9!. Figure
2 shows the two-photon radiation spectrum for optimal single-photon excitation
diamond microsphere~e56! with radiusa. The parameters of the atom and microsph
are chosen so that a resonant interaction would occur with the TM~1, 11, 0! whispering-
gallery mode~mode with no zeros in the radial direction!.

It is evident, first and foremost, from this figure that the frequencies of the em
photons lie on an ellipse, i.e., they are strongly correlated. This correlation in the st
interaction limit ~when the vacuum Rabi frequency defined asVRabi

2 5( i uVi u2 is large
compared with the width of the resonance of the microsphere,VRabi@G res) is described
by the simple equation

~v11v222vA!213~v12v2!254VRabi
2 . ~11!

In addition, peaks that can be expected on the basis of the theory of dressed sta
present in the spectrum.11 The peaks arising in the dressed-states picture correspon
two photons, one of which is formed with a transition from an upper sublevel of
second level to the upper sublevel of the first level and the other is formed w
transition from the upper sublevel of the first level into the ground state~transitions3 and
4 in Fig. 3!. A similar photon pair is emitted in a transition between the bottom suble

FIG. 1. Interaction energy of an atom interacting with quantized modes modified by the presence of a die
microsphere as a function of frequency.
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~transitions5 and6 in Fig. 3!. An important difference of our results from the dresse
states picture is that we do not observe transitions between the top and bottom su
~shown by dashed lines in Fig. 3!.

It is easy to find the single-photon spectrum from the two-photon spectrum
averaging over one frequency:

S1~v1!5E dv2P~v1 ,v2!. ~12!

Spectra of this kind have been analyzed in Refs. 12 and 13 on the basis of the de
matrix method. In these works it was shown that, besides the standard Rabi compo

FIG. 2. Two-photon fluorescence spectrum versus the frequencies of the emitted photons with optimal
tion of the microsphere (c i

A(t50)}Vi* , e56, a'l50.5 mm, v53.7731015 s21, g051.53108 s21, VRabi

51.331011 s21, r /a50.8).

FIG. 3. Structure of the spectrum of dressed states.
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components with the difference frequencyvA6(A221)VRabi and with the sum fre-
quencyvA6(A211)VRabi arise in the one-photon photoluminescence spectrum.

Figure 4 shows the single-photon spectrum which we found for optimal excitatio
a microsphere by one photon, i.e., for the case where initially the maximum field ac
the atom. Two components, one close to the frequencyvA6VRabi and the other close to
the difference frequencyvA6(A221)VRabi, are clearly expressed in the spectrum. T
sum frequencies do not arise in our approach.

To check experimentally the existence of elliptic correlations between the ene
of the emitted photons, it is not enough to measure the spectrum of one of the ph
since the basic features of the two-photon spectrum are effaced in it. A complete r
struction of the elliptical structures requires measurements of the spectrum of one
photons for various fixed energies of the other photon.

In summary, we have shown that in the two-photon fluorescence spectrum i
atom 1 microsphere system the emitted photons are strongly energy-correlated
correlation is expressed in the fact that clearly defined elliptical structures arise i
two-dimensional spectrum. The results obtained are also applicable to other ca
two-photon fluorescence in an atom1 cavity system.

We thank the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research for providing financial
port for this work.
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Experimental investigation of the longitudinal relaxation
time of electronic polarization of the ground state
of potassium atoms in a cell with an antirelaxation coating
on the walls
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We report the results of an experimental investigation of the longitudi-
nal relaxation timeT1 of the electronic polarization of the ground state
of potassium atoms in cells with an antirelaxation coating on the walls.
Investigations were performed for a number of cells at temperatureT
524°C. The maximum recorded relaxation timest are 3.6, 4.3, and 5.2
s for cells with diameterD550,75, and 100 nm, respectively. These are
the longest longitudinal relaxation times ever recorded in coated cells.
The transverse relaxation time was measured for these cells at the same
temperature:T250.72,1.1, and 1.4 s, respectively. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00815-4#

PACS numbers: 32.60.1i, 32.10.Dk

Potassium-vapor cells with an antirelaxation coating on the walls1 are used in pre-
cision quantum magnetometers,2,3 in an experiment being planned for measuring t
nuclear anapole moment of potassium,4 and in experiments on nonlinear magnetoop
rotation in rubidium vapor.5 Our attention so far has been focused completely on inv
tigating ways to increase the transverse relaxation timeT2, since it determines the dar
width of the radio-optic double resonance line and theQ of theMx signal. The maximum
amplitude of theMz signal depends on the quantityAT2 /T1, and the highestQ for theMz

signal obtains whenT15T2.

To date there are no comparative experimental data on the longitudinalT1
C and

transverseT2
C relaxation times on a coating in the same cells. It is generally assumed6 that

T1
C5T2

C . In the present letter we report the results of our investigations of the lon
dinal and transverse relaxation times.

The timeT1 is usually studied experimentally by the Franzen method7 with Zeeman
optical pumping. The measure of relaxation is the change in the absorption of circ
polarized light as a result of a changeDni in the distribution of the populations of th
Zeeman sublevels of the ground state on account of relaxation transitions between
S(t)5(Dni(t)Wi , whereWi are the relative absorption probabilities ofs1 polarized
light. It is well known8,9 that the detected signal in this case is characterized by
exponentials. For atoms with a nuclear spinI the signal has the form
1960021-3640/99/70(3)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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S~ t !5~12a!exp~2t/t1!1a exp~2t/t2!, ~1!

wherea52^I z(0)&/(4I 214I 21)^Sz(0)&, and^Sz(0)& and^I z(0)& are the electronic and
nuclear polarizations of the optically pumped atoms. The factors 1/t1 and 1/t2 in the
arguments of the exponential functions are determined as the weighted sums
relaxation rates of individual relaxation channels. For spinI 53/2 the maximum possible
ratio of the exponents in Eq.~1! is t1 /t258 ~Ref. 9!.

The Franzen signal is formed as follows. A vapor of atoms is irradiated in
direction of the magnetic induction vector by circularly polarized light of theD1 line of
the ground-state doublet, with equal intensities of its hyperfine components. As a r
the ensemble of atoms acquires a macroscopic electronic magnetic moment. Aft
light source is covered, the electronic polarization of the ground state relaxes in the
After a certain time, the cell is irradiated again. The difference of the light intens
S(t1) at the moment before covering andS(t2) at the moment irradiation is resumed
a function of the durationt5t22t1 of the dark pause describes the relaxation proc
~Figs. 1 and 2!.

FIG. 1. Form of the signal for a dark pauset5t22t154.27 s. The signal amplitude is given in units of th
least-significant bit of the analog-to-digital converter~ADC!. Details are given in the text.

FIG. 2. Experimental and model data for 50, 75, and 100 mm in diameter cells. The signal amplitu
normalized to 1.
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The experiment measuring the timeT1 was performed in a stable magnetic fie
with inductionB515 mT andB530 mT, produced in a magnetically shielded soleno
The light source was a specially constructed rf discharge lamp with a metal-conta
branch pipe whose temperature was actively stabilized independently of the disc
regime in the working volume of the lamp. Equality of the intensities of the hyper
components of theD1 line for potassium is easily attained, because the Doppler br
ening of the line is much greater than the hyperfine splitting. Optical fibers were us
transfer light from the source to the cell and from the cell to the photodetector.
required spectral component (D1) was extracted with an interference light filter. Inte
ruption of the light was accomplished with an electromechanical shutter. A dc inve
amplifier with current-to-voltage conversion ratio 41.6 V/mA was used to detect the
signal. From the amplifier output the signal was fed into an 8-bit analog-to-digital
verter, whose least-significant bit corresponded to 19.5 mV. The time interval bet
the readings was 0.42 ms, and the on and off switching times did not exceed 8 m
each dark pause an 83 oversampling of the signal was performed to improve the sig
noise ratio. A computer was used to control the experiment and for data acquisitio
processing.

The characteristic form of the detected signal is presented in Fig. 1. The s
amplitude is given in units of the minimum conversion step and the time in seconds
pump time was determined from the transient process after the dark pause ex
Tpump'0.1 s with a detected photocurrentI ph52 mA. Plots of the reconstructed dar
relaxation curve are presented in Fig. 2. The amplitude of the signals is normaliz
unity, and the time is given in seconds. The experimental curves can be fit well w
one-exponential function of the form

S~ t !5S0 exp~2t/t!1o~S1!. ~2!

The reliability of such a model is limited by the maximum dark pause duration
s, realizable in experiment and by the signal/noise ratio. To record a relaxation cu
the form of two exponentials with the maximum possible difference of the exponents
dark pause must be increased to 80 s, which requires a light reference chann
suppressing the noise associated with the drift of the light intensity.

The error in determining the quantitiesS0 , t, ando(S1) does not exceed 8%. It is
estimated from the reproducibility of the relaxation curve~Fig. 2! as a whole and is
determined by the signal/noise ratio. The quantityo(S1) was found to be zero, to within
the error with which it is determined, for each relaxation curve. This indicates tha
single-exponential model is adequate.

For cells 50 and 75 mm in diameter containing a natural mixture of isotopes an
a cell 100 mm in diameter containing41K, the maximum timest achieved are 3.6, 4.2
and 5.2 s, respectively. These are longest longitudinal relaxation times of the elec
polarization of the ground state of alkali metal atoms ever recorded. Previousl
maximum longitudinal relaxation timeT1'1 s was obtained in rubidium vapor using
deuterated coating.8 No dependence oft on the magnetic induction was observed
within the measurement error.

The variance of the timest for cells of the same size was large. For cells with
diameter of 100 mm the measured times range from 5.2 to 0.7 s. Such a large varia
the timest can be most naturally explained by domination of relaxation on paramag
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centers with a large variance in the number of such centers in different cells of the
size. For example, for a relaxation timeT51 s an atom undergoes 53103 collisions with
the wall that do not lead to relaxation. Therefore the probability of an atom colliding
a paramagnetic center in this time should be much less than 1%. It is very difficu
obtain a quantitative estimate of the impurity concentration, since dangling bonds fo
as a result of thermal destruction during the deposition of the coating must als
regarded as paramagnetic impurities.

The transverse relaxation timeT2 was measured in cells with the maximum valu
of t. This time was determined by extrapolating the widthG0 of the rf–optic double
resonance to zero light intensity and rf field amplitude~Fig. 3!. Resonance was detecte
by synchronous detection on an individual outermost component of the spectruF
52, mf52⇔F52, mf51) in a uniform stabilized magnetic field of 50mT as the
magnetic induction was varied.2 At 24 °C it was found thatG050.22, 0.15, and 0.11 Hz
which corresponds toT2

S51/2pG050.72, 1.1, and 1.4 s for cells with diameters of 5
75, and 100 mm, respectively. The relative error in determiningG0 is large~50%! and the
absolute error is very small~0.05 Hz!. Therefore the recorded longitudinal relaxatio
timesT1 were much longer than the transverse relaxation timesT2.

We shall now analyze and estimate the contributions of the individual relaxa
channels to the total relaxation rate for cells with the maximum relaxation times.
main relaxation mechanisms in cells with an antirelaxation coating are spin exch
between atoms~we denote the corresponding relaxation time byTS), relaxation on a
metal drop when an atom from the interior volume of the cell enters the metal-conta
branch pipe through the diaphragm separating them~relaxation on a hole —TH), and the
interaction of atoms with the coating material~relaxation timeTC) and paramagnetic
centers~time T8).

For potassium vapor at room temperature and a spin exchange cross secs
53.6310214cm2 the time T2

S due to spin exchange is estimated to be 9.5 s.10 Spin
exchange does not affectT1 in the case of observation of the electronic polarization.8,11

We separate out the contribution toT2 that is independent of spin exchange. Writing

1/T2
S51/T2

C11/T2
S11/T2

H , ~3!

FIG. 3. LinewidthG versus the photocurrentI ph for a cell with diameterD575 mm.
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we obtain 1/T251/T2
S21/T2

S50.78, 1.3, and 1.6 s for cells with diameters 50, 75, a
100 mm, respectively. The timeT2 is observed to be directly proportional to the cell siz
indicating that relaxation on the cell wall makes the main contribution toT2 . For relax-
ation on a hole and on a paramagnetic centerT1

H5T2
H andT185T28 . The large difference

betweent andT2 and the proportionality ofT2 to the cell size indicate that relaxation o
the coating material makes the dominant contribution to the transverse relax
T2

S'T2
C .

In summary, we arrive at the conclusion that relaxation on paramagnetic ce
makes the dominant contribution to the longitudinal relaxation of the electronic pola
tion of the ground state of potassium atoms in a cell with an antirelaxation coating o
walls, while transverse relaxation is due to the interaction of atoms with the diamag
coating material; this is presponsible for the large difference between the longitudina
transverse relaxation times for relaxation on the coating,T1

C@T2
C .

We thank E. B. Aleksandrov for his constant interest in this work and V. S. Kh
mov and S. G. Przhibel’ski� for a fruitful discussion of the experimental results.
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Structural ion-sound plasma turbulence as a self-similar
random process

N. N. Skvortsova, N. K. Kharchev, and K. A. Sarksyan
Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117942 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 24 May 1999; resubmitted 21 June 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 3, 203–208~10 August 1999!

It is shown that the experimentally investigated structural ion-sound
plasma turbulence is a self-similar stationary random process. The self-
similarity parameter is determined by two temporal laws: the nonran-
dom character of the appearance of nonlinear structures~nonlinear ion-
sound solitons! in the plasma, and the nonlinear interaction between
them. As the distance from the threshold of the ion-sound current in-
stability increases, the self-similar random process approaches a Gaus-
sian random process, but this limit has not been attained experimen-
tally. The possibility of recording superlong time series of the
fluctuations of the signal of the plasma process and processing of the
time series by theR/S analysis method has made it possible to prove
self-similarity of the plasma structural turbulence. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00915-9#

PACS numbers: 52.35.Ra, 52.35.Mw, 52.35.Dm

For many years now investigators in plasma physics have been drawn to the st
the nature of ion-sound plasma turbulence. Individual chapters in many books have
devoted to the theoretical description of this phenomenon. As an example, we me
two books, published more than 30 years apart.1,2 Simultaneously with theoretical inves
tigations, experimental investigations of ion-sound turbulence have also been cond
The difficulty in performing experimental investigations lay in the need to measure m
statistical parameters of turbulence~correlation, spectral, and so on! in order to compare
with the theoretical description. For this reason, in the first experiments, as a rule, av
values were determined and associated to the intensity of the turbulence. For exam
well-known estimate of the anomalous resistance of a plasma was made in Ref. 3.
ever, the statistical parameters of the turbulence could not be estimated because
necessary to measure and analyze large sets of fluctuation data. For this reason, th
of a real structure of ion-sound turbulence was taken up only after the acquisition
analysis of experimental data were automated at the end of the 1980s. Investigati
ion-sound plasma turbulence based on analysis of the turbulence parameters
plasma are now being conducted on several experimental installations.4–6 For example, in
Refs. 4 and 5 experimental analysis of ion-sound turbulence, whose source was ion
current instability, showed the turbulence to be strong and to contain structures tha
statistically stably in plasmas according to definite laws. Structures that are correla
space and time accounted for up to 20–30% of the total energy of the turbulence.
2010021-3640/99/70(3)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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structures interact nonlinearly with one another by ‘‘decaying’’ and ‘‘merging,’’ form
a stable stationary frequency spectrum of turbulence. The observed structures ha
nature of nonlinear ion-sound solitons, and it was suggested that the type of turbu
under study be termed structural ion-sound turbulence. Structural ion-sound turbu
exists in a wide range of values of the macroparameters of the plasma. In the exper
as the instability threshold was approached, it was not possible to obtain a regi
which the ion-sound turbulence exists in the form of weak turbulence, and as the dis
from the threshold of instability increased, it was impossible to obtain a regime
structureless ion-sound turbulence. The probability density function of the amplitud
the fluctuation signals was different from the normal probability density function.
same difference from the normal probability density function was measured in Re
Thus the questions of the type of process developing in the observed plasma turb
and of the statistical model corresponding to the recorded probability density func
remained open. The number of potentially possible models of distributions is extre
large. In practice, a relatively small number of models are in a special position — e
because they possess desirable mathematical properties or because they descri
part of reality well or for both reasons at the same time.7 The new experimental dat
enumerated above cannot be described by a normal~Gaussian! probability density func-
tion, and the existence of a long-lived component4 in the autocorrelation function of the
fluctuating quantities indicates a self-similar random process. It is important to note
the problem of determining the relation between the observed structural formation
not posed in previous experiments studying ion-sound turbulence because it was i
sible to record superlong time series, without which it is impossible to determine l
range correlation functions reliably. Superlong time series can be observed und
conditions of our experiment on the TAU-1 setup,8 and this has made it possible t
compare the process under study with a self-similar process. The present letter is d
to proving the existence of structural ion-sound turbulence in the form of a statio
self-similar random process.

Stationary stochastic processes for which the variance of the mean decreasesn2a

for any a between 0 and 2 were discovered by Kolmogorov in 1941.9 These processe
were termed self-similar. In the mid-1960s, Mandelbrot10 introduced self-similar pro-
cesses in certain statistical applications, and he substantiated their applications in h
ogy and geophysics. Mandelbrot called the self-similarity parameter or the parame
long-range correlation the Hurst1! parameterH512a/2. This parameter can vary from
to 1 for stationary increments,H50.5 corresponds to independence of the events in
observed process;H.0.5 corresponds to positive correlation, andH,0.5 corresponds to
negative correlation. Self-similar processesX(t) on the real axis are characterized by t
following property: When the time scale of variation is changed by a factora.0, all
finite-dimensional distributions change by the factoraH. The study of the autocorrelatio
functions of self-similar processes is quite complicated, because the sum of smal
vidual correlations approaches infinity, which results in infinite memory and mak
necessary to take into account the correlation between the distant past and the
future. There exist several methods for investigating the Hurst parameter of a self-s
process: using correlograms, the spectral function of the variance as a function of
the method of maximum likelihood, and Mandelbrot’s method. In plasma phy
Mandelbrot’s method was used by Carreraset al.11 to analyze turbulent oscillations of th
edge turbulence in toroidal devices. This method is based onR/S analysis, whereR/S is
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the range of the accumulation process divided by the standard deviation of the incr
tation process for a certain time interval (s,s1t), wheres is an arbitrary initial moment
in time and the quantitiesR andSare defined below. To a first approximation, the poin
on a plot of the logarithm of the ratioR/S versus the logarithms of the time for a larg
number of different time intervals concentrate around a straight line with slopeH. The
algorithm for calculating the time dependence ofR/S corresponds to the calculations o
Ref. 11. For a discrete time series of a plasma fluctuation signal of lengthn, X[$Xt :t
51,2, . . . ,n% with meanX̄(n) and varianceS2(n), the ratioR/S is determined as

R~n!

S~n!
5

max~0,W1 ,W2 , . . . ,Wn!2min~0,W1 ,W2 , . . . ,Wn!

AS2~n!
,

whereWk5X11X21 . . . 1Xk2kX̄(n). Then the Hurst parameter is determined fro
the expectation value of this ratioE@R(n)/S(n)#n→`→lnH.

As we have said, an experiment was performed on the TAU-1 setup. Argon pl
in the form of a cylindrical column 4 cm in diameter and 100 cm long was produce
a uniform magnetic field with intensity<800 Oe by a steady low-energy electron bea
with energyEb560–150 eV and with argon pressurep5(2 –4)31024 torr. The plasma
density was maintained at the leveln5(0.9–1.2)31010 cm23. The electron temperatur
wasTe55 –7 eV and the ion temperature wasTi'0.1Te . An investigation of structural
ion-sound turbulence was performed on this apparatus previously.4,5 The characteristic
frequencies in the plasma were related as follows:n,Vci,vdr,vs<vLi!Vce ,vLe ,
whereVci andVce are the ion and electron gyrofrequencies,vLi andvLe are the ion and
electron plasma~Langmuir! frequencies, andvdr and vs are the drift and ion-sound
frequencies. The characteristic frequency intervals~for f 5v/2p) in which plasma oscil-
lations occur in the experiment are:f ci510–15 kHz; f dr520–60 kHz; f s50.1–~4–5!
MHz; f Li54 –5 MHz; f ce , f Li51 –1.5 GHz. The amplitudes of the turbulent signals w
measured with Langmuir probes, which were in a floating-potential regime for meas
fluctuations of the plasma potential. The autocorrelation coefficients and the Hurs
rameter were determined from the recorded time series of the fluctuations of the p
tial: the length of one time series reached 128 thousand points, and the charac
sample rate was 10 MHz. All data presented in the present letter were obtained wi
stationary macroparameters of the plasma in the TAU-1 setup. A stationary regime
plasma could be maintained for 3–5 h without changing the magnetic field, gas pre
beam current, average plasma density, electron temperature, and so on. For this
the number of time series that could comprise an ensemble of the ion-sound turbu
process under study was essentially infinite.

Figure 1 shows the characteristic form of the time series of a stationary signal~a! of
ion-sound structural plasma turbulence, recorded from an arbitrary times in the TAU-1
plasma. The autocorrelation function of this signal, calculated in an arbitrary time int
within the given time series, is presented in two time scales in the same figure~b and c!.
Measurements were performed in the frequency range from 300 kHz~limited by low-
frequency filter to remove drift oscillations! up to the Langmuir ion frequency~in the
present case, about 5 MHz!. This figure illustrates, in the first place, the ion-sou
turbulent signal as a random burst~a! and, second, it indicates the presence of a lo
weakly decaying temporal component in its autocorrelation function~b, c! ~the noise
signal in this measurement did not exceed 1%!.
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Figure 2 shows a plot of the logarithm of the ratio of the rangeR of ion-sound
turbulent data to the standard deviationSof the incrementation process for the same da
versus the logarithm of the measurement time. The length of the data record is 6
points. The figure also shows two straight lines corresponding toR/S analysis for a
regular process~Hurst parameterH51) and a random process (H50.5). The slope of
the experimentalR/S dependence is different in the three time intervals. The first t
interval up to 10ms corresponds to the average energy of the turbulent process rea
a stationary level,5 i.e., the process in this interval is not stationary, so that a H
parameter cannot be defined. In the next time interval, from;10 ms to ;200 ms ~1 in
the figure!, the logarithm ofR/S is directly proportional to the logarithm of the observ
tion time, with a Hurst parameter;0.6–0.7. This time interval corresponds to the ch
acteristic lifetime of the structures, which was found in preceding experiments, o
characteristic memory time between nonrandom appearances of these structures5 From
;0.2 ms to;122 ms ~2 in the figure! the logarithm ofR/S is directly proportional to
the observation time, with a Hurst parameter;0.7–0.8. This time interval has also bee
determined previously;5 it reflects the characteristic nonlinear interaction time betw
the structures. Among the set of measurements was a time series in which a
transition occurs between these intervals, which could be caused by an intense
frequency regular drift wave that has not been inadequately attenuated in this me

FIG. 1. Stationary temporal signal~a! of ion-sound structural plasma turbulence. Autocorrelation function
the signal in two time scales~b, c!. H5500 G,p5331024 torr, Ub5120 V, I b5200 mA.
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ment. Thus the stationary structural ion-sound turbulent process observed in the p
observed in the plasma is not random, since the Hurst parameter exceeds 0.5 in the
observation interval. In addition, this process can be said to be self-similar. The
similarity parameter is determined by two time dependences: the nonrandom appe
of structures in turbulence, and the nonlinear interaction between these structure
self-similarity parameter isa50.6–0.8 for observation time intervals such that the l
describing the nonrandom appearance of structures is the governing factor. Fo
observation intervals, when the appearance of structures can be regarded as a
event because of the multiplicity of such events, the self-similarity parameter decrea
a50.4, and only the law of their nonlinear interaction makes it possible to preser
memory of the self-similar process.

Figure 3 shows the dependences obtained byR/S analysis for ion-sound turbulen
signals for various electron beam currents in the TAU-1 plasma. The higher beam
rent, the larger the distortion of the electron distribution is and, as noted above, the f
away the excitation of ion-sound structural turbulence is from the instability thresh
The slope of the experimentalR/S dependence is different for different beam curren
As the current increases~correspondingly, as the distance from the instability thresh
increases!, the R/S experimental plot approaches a direct random process. Howeve
the experiment we were not able to find a regime where the ion-sound structural t
lence could be described not by a self-similar stochastic process but rather by a ra
stochastic process.

The present experimental study has shown that the structural ion-sound p
turbulence is a self-similar stationary stochastic process. The self-similarity parame
determined by two temporal laws: the random character of the appearance of non
ion-sound solitons in the plasma and the nonlinear interaction between them. A
distance from the threshold of ion-sound current instability increases, the random p
approaches a Gaussian random process, but this limit could not be reached expe

FIG. 2. R/S dependence for the fluctuation signal. The time series contains 64 000 points.H5500 G, p53
31024 torr, Ub5120 V, I b550 mA.
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tally. It should be noted that the ion-sound structural turbulence developing in a sta
ary plasma can serve as an object for model physical investigations studying the p
ties of random probabilistic processes with a long memory. The question of the ph
mechanism giving rise to the memory of the self-similar process in ion-sound struc
turbulence can only be answered tentatively at present. It is possible that the self-s
characteristics of the processes recorded are due to coupling of the ion-sound vib
with drift oscillations of magnetized plasma, whose intensities are much higher tha
intensities of ion-sound vibrations and whose frequencies lie in the range 10–80
The influence of the form of the spectrum of such drift oscillations on the probab
density function of the turbulence under study was ascertained previously,4 and the char-
acteristic times of such oscillations are tens and hundreds of times longer than the
acteristic times of ion-sound vibrations. It is obvious that the latter circumstance req
a corresponding increase in the length of the time series for performing investiga
This problem has now been posed and the solution will be found in the near futur

We thank G. N. Batanov~IOFAN, Moscow! and B. F. van Milligen~CIEMAT,
Madrid! for participating in a discussion of the experimental results, and A. E. Petro
assisting in the experiment.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant
98-02-16345!.

FIG. 3. R/S dependences for fluctuation signals with different cathode emission currents. The length
time series is 64 000 points, with an averaging over five time series.H5500 G,p5331024 torr, Ub5120 V.
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1!In honor of the scientist H. E. Hurst, who in 1951 empirically described the existence of long-time tem
correlations between water levels in Nile river floods~an example of a self-similar process in hydrology!.
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Current fluctuations in an ideally conducting contact

G. B. Lesovik
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117940
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 10 June 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 3, 209–215~10 August 1999!

It is shown that the shot noise at finite frequency in an ideally conduct-
ing contact is finite. The complete formula for the current correlation
function at finite frequency is presented for a quantum conductor,
where the electron transport can be adequately described in a model of
noninteracting electrons using a scattering matrix. It is indicated that
the description of electron transport in Landauer’s approach~using a
scattering matrix! is equivalent to a description using the Keldysh tech-
nique. Noise in an ideally conducting contact is calculated using the
general formula. It is shown that in such a contact the spectral density
of the noise has a singularity at the ‘‘Josephson’’ frequencyv
5eV/\, set by the voltage. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!01015-4#

PACS numbers: 73.40.Cg, 73.50.Td

In an ideal conductor with electron transport probability equal to 1 (T51) the
low-frequency shot noise is suppressed, as has been shown theoretically, u
quantum-mechanical description in terms of the scattering matrix, for a quantum
contact,1–4 and even earlier, using a quasiclassical description, for ballistic p
contacts,5,6 and as has been confirmed experimentally7,8 for quantum point contacts. Th
same phenomenon has been predicted theoretically9 and confirmed experimentally10,11for
conductors in the fractional quantum Hall effect regime. Nonetheless, at finite frequ
the noise remains finite even in an ideal quantum conductor, and it is this effect t
discussed in the present letter.

In a conductor where electron transport can be adequately described in a mo
noninteracting electrons using the scattering matrix, the spectral density of the shot
at zero frequency is given by1–4

S~0!52e3V/h(
n

Tn~12Tn!, ~1!

whereV is the pulling voltage,e is the electron charge,Tn is the transmittance in the
intrinsic channeln, h is Planck’s constant, and the temperatureu is assumed to be zero
From this expression it follows directly that shot noise is completely suppressedT
51.
2080021-3640/99/70(3)/8/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The behavior of shot noise withT51 at low frequencies has been discussed qu
tatively many times, and we shall repeat only briefly the corresponding arguments
first condition for the existence of shot noise is discreteness of the electron ch
Indeed, if the charge is set equal to zero at a fixed current, then the noise vanishes
S(0)/I}e.

At zero temperature and finite voltage the only reason for fluctuations of the cu
~besides the already mentioned discreteness of the charge! transported by noninteractin
electrons is the probabilisitc nature of tunneling through a barrier~or scattering by im-
purities!, more accurately, the probabilistic nature of the measurement process in w
the electrons are detected either in a left-hand reservoir~electrons which have passe
through a barrier! or in the right-hand reservoir~electrons which have been reflected fro
a barrier!. For this reason, if the transmittanceT becomes 1, this reason for fluctuation
disappears. The absence of low-frequency fluctuations due to the irregularity o
electron injection from a reservoir is due to the fact that electrons obey Fermi stat

We shall now discuss noise at a finite frequency. To understand why noise is
in this case, we must refine the arguments presented above. Noise at zero frequenc
be due to fluctuations of the charge transported through the conductor in timet as
follows:12 limt→`^(dQt)

2&/t5S(0). For this reason, if fluctuations of the transporte
charge grow more slowly thant, noise at zero frequency is zero. This is what happens
a conductor withT51. At the same time, even in an ideal conductor at zero tempera
and finite voltage charge fluctuations are not zero:

^~dQt!
2&52e2/p2 ln tV1e2/4p2@~eV/2eF!22sin2~eVt/2\!~\/eFt !2#,

whereV is a cutoff frequency andeF is the Fermi energy. The first term in this expre
sion is related with the existence of zero-point oscillations13 and, in turn, with the fact
that the Fermi correlations cannot completely suppress fluctuations and fix the posit
electrons relative to one another. The second term depends on the applied voltage
~conventionally speaking! a result of fluctuations which is due to the transitions of le
hand electrons into right-hand electrons and vice versa.

The finiteness of the noise at finite frequency can now be argued as follows
though forT51 a wave packet leaving one reservoir completely passes into the
reservoir and the probability of detecting an electron there in time approaches 1
charge transport process is nonetheless not completely uniform in time, and oscill
occur at the frequency of the applied voltage. Specifically, for a symmetrized curr
current correlation function the main~at long timest@\/eV) contribution to the oscil-
latory dependence has the form

^I ~0!I ~ t !&5
e2

p2

~eV!3

8eF
2\t

sin~eVt/\!.

Technically, the existence of such fluctuations is due to the fact that the m
element of the current operator between two plane waves with wave vectors h
opposite signs,

^exp~ ik1x!u Î uexp~2 ik2x!&5
ie\

2m
@2 ik11 ik2#exp~2@ ik11 ik2#x!,
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is nonzero if the absolute magnitudes of the vectors are not equal to one anothe
gives rise to transitions between ‘‘left-hand’’ and ‘‘right-hand’’ electrons. At zero f
quency such transitions do not contribute to single-particle quantities, such as the
ductivity, but they do appear in the two-particle correlation functions, specifically,
current correlation function.

We shall now calculate the total current correlation function whence follow
expressions presented above. The description of transport in a nonequilibrium syste
be given most systematically using Keldysh’s approach.15 In this approach to transport
just as with the use of a transport equation, the disequilibrium caused by the prese
an electromotive force in the circuit is described by prescribing boundary condition
the ‘‘Keldysh’’ or ‘‘ 21 ’’ Green’s function G21(x1 ,x2)5 i ^C†(x2)C(x1)& at the
edges:

G21~x1 ,x2!uxn5Xb
5G21

eq ~Xb ,Xb!. ~2!

HereG21
eq (Xb ,Xb) is the equilibrium Green’s function at the edges. It can be shown

for noninteracting system of electrons this approach is completely equivalent to
approach initiated by Landauer and others.16 In Landauer’s approach it is assumed th
the electrons leaving different reservoirs are uncorrelated. The occupation numbe
the corresponding states are determined by the chemical potential and the tempera
the corresponding reservoir. Electron scattering by a static potential inside the con
joining the reservoirs can be described purely quantum mechanically using wave
tions which are exact solutions of the scattering problem.

What we have said above can be conveniently described in the second-quant
formalism. The electronicc operators are written in a basis of Lippman–Schwing
scattering states,Ĉ(r )5(a,e,nĉa,e,nwa,e,n(r ), which have~in the reservoirb) the as-
ymptotic form

wa,b,e,n~r !5
exp~2 iknnuxu!

Avnn

xb,e,n,2~y!db,a

1(
m

Sa,b,e,n,m

exp~1 iknmuxu!

Avnm

xb,e,m,1~y!. ~3!

The creation operatorsĉa,e,n
† create states of electrons emitted from reservoira with

energyE in the transverse channeln. The indices6 in the functionsx describing motion
along they axis ~for simplicity, the conductor is assumed to be two-dimensional! indicate
motion in the direction of thex axis along the conductor. Such indices must be introdu
in the presence of a magnetic field. The wave vectors are chosen to be positive
\2knm

2 1em5e, whereem is the quantization energy in themth transverse mode~chan-
nel!.

The density matrix of the system can be written, in accordance with the assum
that the reservoirs are uncorrelated, as a direct product of independent factors des
each reservoir:

r̂5Pa expF2(
e,n

ĉa,e,n
† ĉa,e,n~e2ma!G /ua, ~4!
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wherema andua are the chemical potential and temperature in reservoira.

Describing a conductor whose transverse cross section containsn channels and a
reservoir withN channels, we obtain that the nonequilibrium part of the distribut
function, or the Keldysh Green’s function, will have a small correction, if the ration/N
is small, since in this case the fraction of nonequilibrium electrons arriving in e
reservoir from other reservoirs will be small to the extent of the inequalityn/N!1. Thus
the ansatz~3!–~4! used in the Landauer approach~the approach using a scattering matri!
satisfies, to a high degree of accuracy, the boundary conditions on the Keldysh fu
~2! ~see also Ref. 17!. The number of channels in the reservoir must be determined
distance of the order of the inelastic mean free pathL inel from the conductor, where we
assumeL inel@L andL is a characteristic dimension of the conductor. For a dirty cond
tor with a constant cross section, the ratio of the number of open channels to the
number of channels,n/N; l /L!1, wherel is the elastic mean free path, plays the role
the small parametern/N!1.

Now using Eqs.~3!–~4! to calculate the correlation function of the total currents
the reservoirsb8 andb in the sectionsx1 andx2 at finite frequency,

^^I 2v~b8,x1!I v~b,x2!&&5E dt exp~ ivt !Tr$r̂ Î b8~x1!eiĤ tÎ b~x2!e2 iĤ t%

2^ Î b8~x1!&^ Î b~x2!& ~5!

~hereĤ5(a,e,nĉa,e,n
† ĉa,e,ne), we obtain the expression

^^I 2v~b8,x1!I v~b,x2!&&52e2 (
a8n8an

E de

h
na8~e8!@12na~e!#

3Jb8aen
b8a8e8n8~x1!Jba8e8,n8

baen
~x2!. ~6!

Here ~and in the formulas below! e85e1\v, e85e(k8), and Zeeman splitting is ne
glected. The indexb enumerates the reservoirs where the current is measured an
index a enumerates the reservoirs from which electrons are injected. The current m
elements can be expressed in terms of the scattering matrix elementsSa,b,e,n,m as fol-
lows:

Ja,e,n
a8,e8,n85 (

m8,m

Sa8,b,e8,n,m
* Sa,b,e,n,mS e\~kn8,m8

8 1kn,m!

2M
^m8e18 ume1&

2
e2

Mc
^m8e18 uAx~y!ume1& D exp~2 i ~kn8,m8

8 2kn,m!x!

Avn8m8
8 vnm

1S e\~2kn,n8 2kn,n!

2M
^ne2

8 une2&

2
e2

Mc
^ne2

8 uAx~y!une2& D exp~ i ~kn,n
8 2kn,n!x!

vnn
dR,a8dR,a
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1Sa8,b,e8,n8,m8
* S e\~kn8,m8

8 2kn,n!

2M
^m8e18 une2&

2
e2

Mc
^m8e18 uAx~y!une2& D exp~2 i ~kn8,m8

8 1kn,n!x!

Avn8m8
8 vnn

dR,a

1Sa,b,e,n,mS e\~2kn8,n8
8 1kn,m!

2M
^n8e28 ume1&

2
e2

Mc
^n8e2

8 uAx~y!ume1& D exp~ i ~kn8,n8
8 1kn,m!x!

Avn8n8
8 vnm

dR,a8 ; ~7!

herev5]e(k)/\]k. The last two terms in the expressions presented above are ze
zero frequency, and these are the terms that give finite noise at finite frequency in an
conductor, where the scattering matrix has the trivial form~for two reservoirs denoted by
the indicesL andR) uSa,b,e,n,mu25dL,adR,bdn,m1dR,adL,bdn,m .

In the presence of a magnetic field the overlap of the transverse wave functio
^n8e18 ume2&5*dyxe8,n8,1

* (y)xe,n,2(y), and the matrix element̂n8e18 uAx(y)ume2&
5*dyxe8,n8,1

* (y)A(y)xe,n,2(y) depends on the energies and the signs of thek vectors
(6). The contributions of interest to us, which are due to the nonlinearity of the s
trum, contain matrix elements of the transverse wave functions describing the edge
on two different edges. If the width of the conductor is much greater than the effe
magnetic length,d@ãH , then noise in an ideal conductor at finite frequency is expon
tially suppressed. As an illustration, we present an expression for the overlapping
zeroth-order transverse wave functions in the presence of a magnetic field for a co
ing channel formed by a square confining potentialU(y)5mV0

2y2/2:

^k8,0uk,0&5expS 2
\~k82k!2vH

2

4mV3 D ,

^k8,0uA~y!uk,0&52
\~k81k!evH

ueu2mV2
^k8,0uk,0&.

For convenience the wave vectors in these expressions, in contrast to all other for
in this letter, are determined with the sign. HereV25V0

21vH
2 ,

vH5ueuH/mc, e~k!5
V0

2\2k2

V22m
1~n11/2!\V5

V2mv2

V0
22

1~n11/2!\V.

If the form of the confining potential is more complicated, for example, becaus
Coulomb effects,18 the expressions change accordingly.
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Without a magnetic field̂ m8um&5dm8,m . In the single-channel case without
magnetic field we obtain

^^ Î 2v~x1! Î v~x2!&&5
2e2\2

~2m!2E de

ve8veh
$nL~e8!~12nL~e!!~k1k8!2Te8Tee

i ~k2k8!~x12x2!

1nL~e8!~12nR~e!!@~k1k8!2Te8~12Te!e
i ~k2k8!~x12x2!

1~k822k2!Te8e
2 ik8~x12x2!~r ee

ik~x11x2!1r e* e2 ik~x11x2!!

1~k82k!2Te8e
2 i ~k1k8!~x12x2!#nR~e8!~12nL~e!!@~k1k8!2Te

3~12Te8!e
i ~k2k8!~x12x2!1~k22k82!Tee

ik~x12x2!~r e8e
ik8~x11x2!

1r e8
* e2 ik8~x11x2!!1~k82k!2Tee

i ~k1k8!~x12x2!#nR~e8!~12nR~e!!

3@~k1k8!2e2 i ~k2k8!~x12x2!1~k1k8!2Re8Ree
i ~k2k8!~x12x2!

2~k1k8!2@r e8
* r ee

i ~k2k8!~x11x2!1r e* r e8e
2 i ~k2k8!~x11x2!#

1~k22k82!@r e* e2 i ~k2k8!x12 i ~k1k8!x22r e8e
i ~k1k8!x2

1r e8
* ei ~k2k8!x2e2 i ~k1k8!x12r ee

i ~k1k8!x1#1~k22k82!

3@r e8
* Ree

i ~k2k8!x12 i ~k1k8!x22r eRe8e
i ~k1k8!x2

2Re8r e* e2 i ~k2k8!x22 i ~k1k8!x12Rer e8e
i ~k1k8!x1#

2~k2k8!2@r e8
* e2 i ~k1k8!x12r ee

i ~k1k8!x1#

3@r e* e2 i ~k1k8!x22r e8e
i ~k1k8!x2##%, ~8!

where Re5ur eu2512Te . From this expression we obtain the estimate (12T)
!(\v)2/eF

2 for values of the transmittance such that the ‘‘unusual’’ contributions
substantial at finite frequency.

We shall now write out an expression for the noise in a quantum point conta
one channel is completely opened and the wave functions can be represented
quasiclassical form
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^^ Î 2v~x1! Î v~x2!&&5
2e2\2

~2m!2E de

h H 4v2

~v181v1!~v281v2!Av18v28v1v2

3H nL~e8!~12nR~e!!expS 2 i E
x1

x2
~k8~x!1k~x!!dxD

1nR~e8!~12nL~e!!expS i E
x1

x2
~k8~x!1k~x!!dxD J

1
~k181k1!~k281k2!

Av18v2
8v1v2

H nL~e8!~12nL~e!!S expS 2 i E
x1

x2
~k8~x!

2k~x!!dxD nR~e8!~12nR~e!!expS i E
x1

x2
~k8~x!2k~x!!dxD J J . ~9!

It is evident from this expression that the fluctuations are maximum near a constri
where the kinetic energy of the longitudinal motion is minimum, and they decrease
the reservoir. This means that electron motion near the constriction makes the
contribution to the fluctuations.

The frequency dependence has a singularity at\v5eV similar to that studied pre-
viously in a normal contact with scattering19,20 and in a contact between Luttinge
liquids.21 For a symmetrized correlation function at voltages much lower than the m
mum Fermi energy, the spectral density has the form

K K 1

2
@ Î 2v~x! Î v~x!1 Î v~x! Î 2v~x!#L L 5

2e2

h S \v1
~\v!2

16eF
2~x!

f ~\v!D , ~10!

where f (\v)5eV for frequencies\v,eV and f (\v)5\v for \v.eV. Such a sin-
gularity can be observed in direct measurements22 and in an experiment with an add
tional external frequency; see Refs. 20 and 23.

In experiments where the noise is measured at a finite frequency, if the mea
ments are performed using a resonant loop with highQ, only ‘‘positive frequencies’’
make a contribution, and the excess noise ise2(\v)2/(h8eF

2)21(eV2\v).24

In closing, we note that in previously presented expressions for noise at
frequency1,19 the terms making a finite contribution in an ideal conductor were omit
the main motive, for example, for the present author, was that the corresponding
are small. However, the substantial advances made in recent years in measuring no
in preparing new mesoscopic conductors hold forth the hope either that it will be pos
to measure even weaker noise in existing structures or that conductors with a ver
Fermi energy and high mobility, where the effect is large, will become available.

I thank D. C. Glattli, M. Reznikov, D. Prober, and especially H. Bouchiat for help
and stimulating discussions of the possibility of observing this effect experimentally.
letter is due to H. Bouchiat’s interest and enthusiasm.
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Optical properties of excitons in CdS
semiconductor–insulator quantum wires
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The characteristic features of the luminescence spectra of CdS semi-
conductor nanocrystals, crystallized in hollow channels in a dielectric
template, are explained in terms of excitonic transitions in
semiconductor–insulator quantum wires. The excitonic transition ener-
gies agree with the values calculated taking into account the effects of
size quantization and the ‘‘dielectric enhancement of excitons’’ — the
large increase in the electron–hole attraction as a result of the differ-
ence between the permittivities of the semiconductor and insulator. The
theoretically computed binding energies of excitons in CdS quantum
wires with a diameter of 10 nm reach 170 meV. It is shown that the
excitonic transition energy is constant for a wide range of wire diam-
eters. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!01115-9#

PACS numbers: 78.66.Hf, 78.55.Et, 71.35.Cc

In semiconductor quantum wires~QWs! — nanostructures in which free carrie
motion is possible only in one direction, the electron–hole Coulomb attraction is in
sified and excitonic transitions dominate in the absorption and luminescence spe1,2

For QWs with semiconductor barriers the exciton binding energy is greater than in a
semiconductor~up to 20–30 meV in GaAs/GaAlAs structures3,4!. The binding energy
and oscillator strengths of an excitonic transition can be substantially increased b
placing the semiconductor barriers with insulators having much lower permittivities
the semiconductor.5–7

For semiconductor–insulator QWs, the dielectric enhancement of excitons,
dicted in Ref. 8, can be explained by the fact that although both charges~electron and
hole! are located in the semiconductor wire, the Coulomb interaction energy is con
trated in the insulator because of the large difference of the permittivities~the electric
field lines connecting the electron and hole partially or, for thin wires, mainly p
2160021-3640/99/70(3)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. ~a, b! Atomic force microscope image of the surface of the template — porous Al2O3 and~c! profile of
a section of the surface in the direction indicated in the fragment~b!.
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through the insulator!. The binding energy and oscillator strengths of excitons
semiconductor–insulator QWs can be varied over wide limits by choosing semicon
tors and insulators with different permittivities — the Coulomb interaction can
‘‘engineered.’’7

In the present letter we report the results of measurements of the lumines
spectra of CdS nanostructures crystallized in hollow channels with diameters of 1
nm in a transparent insulating template, when the structures are excited with pol
light. The rapid increase in the luminescence intensity with excitation by light polar
along the axis of the channels, as compared with light polarized perpendicular to the
showed that the nanostructures crystallize predominantly in the form of QWs. The
ton parameters — the binding energy, the wave functions, and the excitonic tran
energies — are calculated in a theoretical model that takes into account the size q
zation of the electrons and holes and the dielectric enhancement of the excitons.

Crystallization of the semiconductor in an insulating template9 prepared by anodic
oxidation of an aluminum substrate was used to obtain the semiconductor nanocr
Oxidation of a substrate electropolished beforehand was conducted with a 1 mA/cm2 dc
current in a 10% solution of sulfuric acid at room temperature. CdS was formed in
resulting pores, which were approximately 10 nm in diameter and several microns
~Fig. 1!, by cathodic electrodeposition in an aqueous solution of 0.1 M Na2S2O3 and 0.1
M CdSO4 at room temperature with a dc current of 1 mA/cm2 for 300 s. The samples
were annealed in vacuum for 1 h at 300 °C topermit crystallization of the CdS deposite
in the pores~hollow channels in the matrix!.1!

Figure 2 shows the luminescence spectra of samples containing CdS nanoc

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of CdS nanocrystals crystallized in hollow channels of an Al2O3 insulating
matrix, measured at room temperature with pump radiation polarized at angles 45°~a! and 90°~b! with respect
to the direction of the channels in the matrix, as well as the spectra of bulk CdS~c! and a porous Al2O3 matrix
with hollow channels~d!.
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for different polarizations of the excitation radiation. For comparison, the luminesc
spectra of bulk CdS~a single crystal grown from the vapor phase! and of the insulating
matrix are presented in the same figure. Comparing the spectra, we can conclude t
luminescence band with a maximum at 2.54 eV and a half-width of about 150 meV i
to CdS nanocrystals. It can be attributed either to the lowest electron–hole transit
quantum dots~QDs!, to excitonic transitions in the QWs, or to transitions in nanostr
tures of both types. If the nanostructures are assumed to consist of QDs, then us
computed10 dependences of the energy of the lowest electron–hole transition on
radius of the CdS QD, whose dimensions are comparable to the Bohr radius in the
semiconductor, the average radius~R! of the nanostructures can be determined. T
energy of the luminescence band maximum corresponds to the lowest electron
transition in a QD withR'6 nm. When the dielectric enhancement of the electron–h
interaction in the dielectric environment surrounding the QD is taken into account,11 the
transition energy decreases substantially and the estimated radius is 3–4 nm.
estimates agree with the measured transverse size of the template channels in wh
CdS was crystallized. However, it should be noted that the well-expressed lumines
band of CdS nanocrystals arises only if the excitation radiation contains a field co
nent parallel to the axis of the channels. This suggests that in the hollow channels
template the nanostructures crystallize primarily in the form of wires and not qua
dots. Inside thin~nanometer size! parallel wires surrounded by an insulator, the fie
component of the exciting radiation perpendicular to the axis of the wire is substan
weakened as a result of the boundary conditions, which decreases the luminescen
sity and the absorption of light with such polarization.12 Thus, we attribute the charac
teristic features of the spectra of the structures obtained to the luminescence of ex
in semiconductor–insulator QWs.

Figure 3 shows the theoretically computed excitonic transition energy as a fun
of the QW radius and the renormalized band gap of the semiconductor and the e
binding energy. The band gap in a QW is greater than in a bulk semiconductor be
of size quantization and because of the appreciable effect of the self-action poten13

which lead to additional repulsion of charges from the boundary with the insulator.
electron–hole Coulomb interaction potential, which is strongly amplified by the im
potentials, leads to large binding energies~about 170 meV withR55 nm! and exciton
oscillator strengths. Comparing the experimentally determined excitonic transition e
2.54 eV with the theoretically computed values~Fig. 3, curve a!, we find that the QW
radius can lie in the range 5 nm<R<15 nm. As one can see from Fig. 3, in this regio
substantial changes in the energy of a free transition are essentially completely co
sated by changes in the binding energy. As a result, the excitonic transition ene
independent of the radius over a wide range of values ofR, which largely suppresses th
inhomogeneous broadening of the excitonic absorption and luminescence ban
samples with large QW-size variance. We attribute the appreciable broadening ob
in the luminescence spectra~Fig. 2, curve a! to structural nonuniformities arising durin
growth of CdS nanocrystals. This affects primarily the parameters of the semicond
such as, the carrier effective masses and the band gap, on which the computed ex
transition energy depends strongly. The parameters of bulk CdS are used in the c
tions: the effective massesme50.2m0 , mh

'50.7m0 , andmh
i 55m0, the high-frequency

permittivity «`55.32, the band gap at low temperature2! Eg52.58 eV, and the param
eters of Al2O3 — «51.65 andEg53.5 eV.
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In summary, analysis of the luminescence spectra of CdS semiconductor stru
crystallized in hollow channels in an Al2O3 insulating matrix shows that nanocrystals a
formed predominantly in the form of QWs approximately 10 nm in diameter. The die
tric enhancement effect results in large oscillator strengths and binding energies o
tons in such structures. Despite the strong dependence of the exciton binding ene
the QW diameter, the excitonic transition energy is essentially constant over a wide
of diameters, which results in strong narrowing of the lines in the absorption and p
luminescence spectra of the QWs.

This work was partially supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
~Grants Nos. 99-02-18327 and 97-02-17600! and by the program ‘‘Physics of Solid-Sta
Nanostructures’’~Grants 97-1083 and 97-1072!.

* !E-mail: vlad@krfpt.ilc.msu.su
1!The formation of CdS nanocrystals was confirmed by measurements of the phonon spectra of the expe

structures by IR Fourier spectroscopy, performed by A. I. Belogorokhov and L. I. Belogorokhova.
2!In QWs the mechanism of renormalization of the band gap as a result of the electron–phonon intera

largely suppressed because of size quantization of the phonons, which leads to a weaker temperatur
dence ofEg than in a bulk semiconductor.
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FIG. 3. ~a! Theoretically computed excitonic transition energy,~b! exciton binding energy, and~c! the renor-
malized band gap as functions of the radiusR of a cylindrical CdS quantum wire surrounded by Al2O3. The
arrow on the right-hand side of the figure indicates the experimentally measured excitonic transition en
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New type of excitonic radiation in the solid solutions
CdS12xSex

B. V. Novikov,* ) N. R. Grigor’eva, R. V. Grigor’ev, and B. A. Kazennov
St. Petersburg State University, 198904 St. Petersburg, Russia

R. Schwabe and J. Lenzner
Leipzig University, Leipzig, Germany

F. Bigl, D. Hirsch, and K. Otte
Institute of Surface Modification, Leipzig, Germany

~Submitted 21 June 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 3, 221–225~10 August 1999!

Manifestations of bulk crystalline regions with stacking faults are de-
tected in the reflection and photoluminescence spectra of CdS12xSex

crystals with a variety of compositions. The magnitude of the crystal-
field anisotropy and the spin–orbit splitting in these crystals are esti-
mated. It is shown that reabsorption affects the form of the photolumi-
nescence in crystals with stacking faults. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01215-3#

PACS numbers: 78.55.Et, 61.72.Nn, 71.70.Ch, 71.70.Ej, 71.35.Cc

The solid solutions CdS12xSex are well-known model objects for investigating e
citon localization by large-scale volume fluctuations of the composition.1–3 The radiative
recombination of excitons4 and the shape of the long-wavelength absorption edge4,5 have
been studied in detail. It has been shown in a number of works that in CdS12xSex solid
solutions with a low concentration of one of the anionic components (x50.01) the
excitonic reflection spectrum~ERS! and the photoluminescence~PL! can be strongly
altered.6,7 This is due to exciton localization in near-surface potential wells formed b
solid solution with band gapEg less than in the interior volume.

The question of near-surface exciton localization in CdS12xSex solid solutions with
large x remained open. To date only broadenedA,B, andC bands of excitons, mono
tonically shifting ~asx changes!, and characteristic PL, consisting of a localized-excit
line ~zero line! and its photon replicas, have been observed in the ERS.3,4 For this reason,
our main goal in the present work was to observe near-surface radiative localizat
excitons in CdS12xSex solid solutions with a high content of anionic components. Ho
ever, in the course of the investigation it was determined that there exists a diff
effective channel for radiative recombination of excitons. This channel is associated
structural defects in the experimental crystals.

For the investigations CdS12xSex single crystals withx'0.15, 0.30, and 0.50 were
grown by sublimation at 950 °C. The initial mixture was initially homogenized by
peated sublimation. The maximum dimensions of the single crystals were approxim
2220021-3640/99/70(3)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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235 mm with thickness ranging from 0.1 to 1 mm. The crystals were not intention
doped during growth. The ERS and the PL spectra were investigated from the n
faces. A total of about 20 samples was investigated. The stoichiometric compositi
the near-surface region of a number of the experimental crystals was investigated
tatively. A JEOL JSM-6600 scanning electron microscope~ROENTEC-M3 x-ray detec-
tor! was used for x-ray microprobe analysis. The data were adjusted for the backg
and absorption of the x rays. Figure 1 shows a typical x-ray spectrum of one such s
CdS12xSex (x'0.50) with excitation by electrons with different energies. Analysis
these spectra showed that excess Se near the surface could comprise 1–3%, and
in different parts of the sample within these limits.

In most experimental samples of the solid solutions the well-known ERS, pola
in accordance with the published data,3 were observed~Figs. 2a and 2d!. However, in a

FIG. 1. X-ray emission spectra of CdS50Se50 samples for excitation by an electron beam with energy 8 keV~a!
and 20 keV~b!.

FIG. 2. Exciton reflection spectrum atT54.2 K: a — classical ERS of CdS70Se30 samples; b — anomalous
ERS of CdS70Se30 samples; c — anomalous ERS of CdS50Se50 samples; d — classical ERS of CdS50Se50

samples.
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number of samples different reflection spectra were also observed. Their main fe
was the presence of a new polarized structure (ASF andBSF) on the long-wavelength side
of the excitonA. The new features of the ERS had the form of dispersion contours
were sharply polarized:ASF'C, BSF i C ~Figs. 2b and 2c!. The distance between the ne
lines~features! ranged from 5 to 15 meV in different samples. Sometimes these new
could be observed simultaneously with the well-known ERS lines when different pa
the same crystal were investigated~Figs. 2a and 2b!. In this case theA–ASF distance
could be estimated, and it was found to be;35 meV for the solid solution withx
;0.30. In some samples the new lines predominated in the spectrum. In this case a
feature could be observed in the reflection spectrum, shifted fromASF in the short-
wavelength direction by;75 meV ~Fig. 2c!.

We assumed initially that the new features could be due to localization of exc
near the surface of a Se-enriched crystal. In this case a potential well could arise ne
surface because of the decrease inEg .8 However, the high intensity of the new lines i
the reflection spectrum, comparable to the well-known ERS of the solid solution,
unique polarization, and the splitting led us to a different conjecture.

As is well known,9 II–VI compounds and solid solutions based on them crystal
in the cubic~sphalerite! and hexagonal~wurtzite! lattices. The characteristic structur
feature of these crystals is their tendency to form stacking faults~SF!, i.e., alternation of
the layers that is incorrect from the standpoint of a given sequence. The effect o
stacking faults on the ERS in II–VI compounds and their solid solutions has been i
tigated in detail by Suslina, Fedorov, and co-workers.10 The appearance of stacking faul
in the sphalerite structure results in splitting of the single excitonic line into a dou
with oppositely polarized components. The splitting is determined by the strength o
anisotropic crystal field.9,10

We assume that the additional structure which we observed in the ER
CdS12xSex solid solutions is due to the appearance in them of crystalline regions
taining a sphalerite structure with stacking faults. This results in the appearance
doublet of excitonic lines (ASF ,BSF) with opposite polarization. The doublet is shifted
the long-wavelength direction, sinceEg for sphalerite is less thanEg for wurtzite in both
CdS and CdSe. The quite large splitting of the doublet~up to 15 meV! is indicative of a
strong anisotropic crystal field. This value for hexagonal structure is 17 meV in CdS
25 meV in CdSe, varying monotonically with composition. The new short-wavele
feature in the reflection spectrum should be attributed in this case to the spin–
splitoff state in a structure with stacking faults (CSF).

The new features are clearly seen in the PL spectrum of crystals with stacking f
Ordinarily, the characteristic radiation of localized excitons (LA

0) and their phonon rep-
licas (LA

1,2) is observed in the PL spectrum of CdS12xSex solid solutions at low tempera
tures. The zero-phonon line is shifted relative to the excitonic absorption line of the
solution by an amount that is correlated with the exciton localization energy. In
spectra of the CdS12xSex solid solutions with stacking faults, intense emission lin
resonant with the characteristic features in the reflection spectrum are observed to
with ~and sometimes without! the ordinary PL of localized excitons. Figure 3 shows t
PL spectrum of three such CdS12xSex samples withx;50. Besides the PL lineLA

0 , the
ASF line and its phonon replicas are observed. Luminescence due mainly to sta
faults is observed in the spectrum in Fig. 3. An attenuated phonon replica fromLA

0 can
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also be seen in the spectrum, though the zero-phonon line is not observed, pro
because it is reabsorbed. Thus, the characteristic emission line and the system of p
replicas corresponds in the PL to crystals with stacking faults. A similar additi
structure in CdS12xSex (x50.15) was observed previously in Ref. 11, but it was n
attributed to stacking faults.

To clarify the role of the surface in radiative processes, the surfaces of a numb
samples were treated in a polishing etchant. It is evident from Fig. 4 that after a su
layer was etched off, the zero-phonon luminescence line due to the emission of loc
excitons in the hexagonal phase vanished and its phonon replicas were greatly atte
We believe that this could be due to localization of excitons of this crystalline phase
surface region, as mentioned above, and to reabsorption associated with a definite r
arrangement of the layers with stacking faults and layers with a hexagonal phase
for CdS12xSex crystals withx50.30, as the excitation wavelength varied from 350

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra of CdS50Se50 samples atT54.2 K in E i C polarization: a, b — PL from
regions with hexagonal packing and with stacking faults; c — PL from a region with stacking faults.

FIG. 4. Photoluminescence spectra atT54.2 K: a — CdS50Se50 samples before~top! and after~bottom! etching
~polarizationE i C); b — CdS85Se15 samples before~bottom! and after~top! etching (E'C polarization!.
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514 nm ~i.e., as the penetration depth of light into the interior volume increased!, the
maximum shifted in the long-wavelength direction from 2230 to 2226 meV~Fig. 5!; this
is also evidence of the appearance of reabsorption.

Reabsorption effects are clearly observed in the sample with stacking faulx
50.15) after treatment in a polishing etchant. A minimum at 2.30 eV~Fig. 4b, spectrum
2!, located in the excitonic resonance region, is clearly observed in the PL curve b
etching. After etching in a polishing etchant, a distinct radiation peak (ASF) and a distinct
system of phonon replicas~Fig. 4b, spectrum1! arise in this region. Characteristically
the system of phonon replicas starts from the minimum of the radiation, which once
confirms the role of reabsorption processes~the radiation minimum corresponds to th
maximum of the excitonic absorption line!.

X-ray investigations using the method of Ref. 12 confirmed the presence of sta
faults in the samples.

In summary, the excitonic states which we observed and which are due t
existence of a phase with stacking faults along with a hexagonal phase in CdS12xSex

solid solutions play an important role in the reflection and emission processe
CdS12xSex crystals. Reabsorption processes also play an important role in the form
of the excitonic radiation.

We thank E. P. Denisov for performing the x-ray structural analysis of the sam
investigated.

* !E-mail: bono@onti.niif.spb.su
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FIG. 5. Photoluminescence spectra atT52 K for CdS70Se30 samples excited by a laser with the wavelength
— 350 nm; b — 476 nm; c — 514 nm.
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Magnetically stimulated hardening of NaCl „Pb… crystals

E. V. Darinskaya and M. V. Koldaeva
Institute of Crystallography, Russian Academy of Sciences,* ) 117333 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 29 June 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 3, 226–228~10 August 1999!

Dislocation motion in NaCl~Pb! crystals under a pulsed mechanical
load with and without a magnetic field is investigated. It is found that
the dislocation mobility decreases when these crystals are deformed in
a magnetic field. It is inferred that the observed magnetically stimulated
hardening of NaCl~Pb! is due to a characteristic feature of spin-
dependent electronic transitions in the dislocation–lead impurity sys-
tem which increase the barrier for dislocation motion. ©1999 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01315-8#

PACS numbers: 61.72.Lk, 75.80.1q, 81.40.Ef

The magnetoplastic effect — dislocation motion in a static magnetic field in
absence of a mechanical load in NaCl, LiF, CsI, Zn, and Al crystals — has been st
in Refs. 1–7. A detailed investigation of this phenomenon made it possible to con
that a magnetic field gives rise to evolution of the spins in a dislocation–paramag
center system, concluding with spin-dependent electronic transitions in this system
sharply decrease the barrier for dislocation motion. As a result, a dislocation overc
the barrier and then moves in the internal stress field of the crystal. A similar conc8,9

underlies the explanation of many processes which are affected by a weak magneti
As was shown in Refs. 2 and 3, dislocation motion in a magnetic field in the absen
mechanical load is not observed in NaCl crystals which contain 0.5 ppm calcium
1–100 ppm lead. This behavior of dislocations in NaCl~Pb! could be due to two factors
first, lead might harden the crystal, so that an additional mechanical load wou
required for dislocation motion in a magnetic field; second, the magnetic field m
create conditions which impede dislocation motion. This letter is devoted to a stu
dislocation mobility in NaCl~Pb! crystals in a magnetic field under an additional m
chanical load.

We investigated the mobility of fresh dislocations in annealed NaCl~Pb! crystals
containing 0.5 ppm Ca and 10 ppm Pb and in NaCl~Ca! crystals containing a Ca impurity
in concentrations not exceeding 10 ppm, deformed in a static magnetic fieldB50.3 T. A
special setup was devised to produce the pressure pulses.10 Trapezoidal pulses with a 5
min plateau were used~insets in Figs. 1 and 2!.

It has been observed previously2,3 that dislocation mobility in a magnetic field de
pends on the relative orientation of the dislocation, its Burgers vector, and the mag
induction vector. Dislocations parallel to the magnetic induction vector are stationa
a magnetic field. Therefore the mobility of two types of dislocations can be investig
2280021-3640/99/70(3)/4/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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simultaneously when a sample is deformed by a mechanical pulse in a magnetic fieL1

dislocations, whose motion is unaffected by a magnetic field, andL2 dislocations, whose
mobility is affected by a magnetic field. Control experiments were performed on sam
deformed in the absence of a magnetic field. Repeated selective etching was u
reveal the dislocations. The measurements of the travel distances were performed
a Neophot-2 microscope. Since the dislocation densityr in the samples is different, the
average travel distancel was normalized to the distance between dislocations 1/Ar. The
experimental error from sample to sample was 15%.

Figure 1 shows the dislocation travel distances versus the amplitude of the
pulse for the two types of dislocations in NaCl~Pb! crystals. It is evident that the trave
distance ofL1 dislocations~solid curve!, whose motion is not influenced by a magne
field, is almost three times longer than the travel distance ofL2 dislocations~dashed line!,
whose mobility is influenced by a magnetic field. In the latter case, the travel dist
remains essentially at the background level~point 4! due to etching away of the surfac
stops.11 The results of the control experiments~points3! performed without a magnetic
field fall well on the curve1 in Fig. 1.

For comparison, the analogous dependences for a NaCl~Ca! crystal ~with a Ca

FIG. 1. Average normalized travel distancelAr of dislocations versus the shear stresst for NaCl~Pb! crystals
(B50.3 T, t55 min!: 1 — L1 dislocations whose mobility is unaffected by a magnetic field,2 — L2 dislo-
cations whose motion is affected by a magnetic field,3 — control experiments in the absence of a magne
field, 4 — triple background etching. Inset: Form of the mechanical pulse.
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impurity!, where a magnetoplastic effect in the absence of an additional mechanica
was observed previously,3,4 are shown in Fig. 2. One can see that a magnetic fi
increases the dislocation travel distance under a pulsed deformation of the NaC~Ca!
crystals. It is seen in Fig. 1 that the presence of a lead impurity in NaCl~Pb! decreases the
dislocation mobility in a magnetic field. This seems to be due to the specific nature o
spin-dependent electronic transitions in the dislocation–lead impurity system, whic
crease the barrier for dislocation motion.

In summary, our investigations show that the plastic properties of crystals
magnetic field depend on the impurity composition. The nature of this phenomenon
as for the positive and negative photoplastic effects,12,13 is due to a change in the state
the electronic subsystem of the crystals.
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FIG. 2. Average normalized travel distancelAr of dislocations versus the shear stresst for NaCl~Ca! crystals:
1 — no magnetic field,2 — simultaneous action of a mechanical load and a magnetic fieldB50.3 T; t55 min.
Inset: Form of the mechanical pulse.
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